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Summary

This thesis addresses the process of cockpit-design validation and certification in transport
category commercial aircraft. The thesis covers several fundamental issues of the process as it is
today, and proposes a modified approach based on flight test experience and empirical results.

The thesis is based on four original published papers appended: Paper A discusses measured pilot
performance during multiple. Paper B analyses An example of the certification process of
modern avionics. Paper C questions the role of the Test Pilot in the validation process and
describes the new Human Factors certification process initiative. Finally, Paper D shows a case
study measuring pilot performance when using a basic flight instrument.

Papers B and C discuss the present process of validation and approval by using industry
experience, focusing on specific examples from actual projects. Using the deficiencies found
they propose new methods of approval. Papers A and D provide empirical proof of such new
methods by measuring pilot performance when operating several design solutions using a
practical simulation tool. The main aim of showing these empirical results is to highlight the
deficiencies of the present validation methods and propose a structured method of using
evaluation tools.

This thesis proposes a new process for cockpit design validation aimed at commercial aircraft
projects. The process combines a new role for the test pilot, the structured use of part-task
simulation in combination with the introduction of detailed requirements and application of
objective criteria. Comparing existing designs with ones derived by the new proposed methods
and comparing empirical simulation results demonstrate the advantages of using this process.

The main goal of the new process is to enable the identification of design problems earlier in the
design phase. This is done by early use of simple simulation tools, widening the evaluation loops
and including the end user early in the process.  Implementing such an approach will minimize
the need for corrective measures such as training, procedures and limitations. Minimizing the
error risk of critical functions in highly automated systems will move us closer to our ever higher
flight safety goals.

Note:
The terms Test Pilot and Pilot will be referred to in the masculine form for simplicity and do not
exclude female pilots.
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Dissertation

This thesis is based on several original papers published by the author alone or together with a
co-author. The thesis will guide the reader through the background, research proposal, methods,
discussion and conclusions that correlate the individual papers and show the rationale for the new
structured process of cockpit-design validation.

The following papers are appended and are an integral part of this thesis The papers are presented
in the order of their publication dates (Papers A-D):

Paper A
Singer, G. & Dekker, S., (2000). Pilot performance during multiple failures: An
Empirical study of different warning systems , Transportation Human Factors 2(1), pp.
63-76. Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc.

Paper B
Singer, G. & Dekker, S., (2001). The ergonomics of flight management systems: Fixing
holes in the cockpit certification net. Applied Ergonomics 32, pp. 247-254. Aldershot, UK:
Elsevier Science Ltd.

Paper C
Singer, G., (2001).  Minimizing pilot-error by design: Are test pilots doing a good
enough job? Human Factors and Aerospace Safety,  vol. 1, (nr. 4), pp. 301-321, UK:
Ashgate Publishing.

Paper D
Singer, G. & Dekker, S., (2002). The effect of the roll index (sky pointer) on roll reversal
errors. Human Factors and Aerospace Safety, vol. 2 (nr. 1), pp. 33-43, UK: Ashgate
Publishing.
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Historical summary of performed work included in this thesis

My aviation background started 1975 as a military pilot in the Israeli Air force. 1989, completing
my M.Sc. in Aeronautics at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm, I was
employed by Saab Aircraft and trained as an experimental test pilot. During my years as test pilot
at Saab Aircraft and Fairchild-Dornier I have participated in several development and
certification projects of large commercial aircraft. Between 1996 and 2000 I was involved in a
Swedish National Aeronautical Research (NFFP) initiative addressing warning systems in
commercial aircraft (Mårtensson & Singer 1998). The research involved the Swedish aircraft
industry (Saab Aircraft AB) and an academic institute (KTH). Involvement as the project
manager and as a test pilot and working with Lena Mårtensson and other researchers in the field
provided me with a unique insight into the field of Human Factors. The project highlighted the
problems encountered in a modern cockpit (advanced warning systems) and provided subjective
interview results from a wide variety of pilots. The results were in some cases conflicting and the
validity of pilot opinion was questioned in several issues. In order to check these suspicions, an
empirical study was proposed to measure pilot response times and error rates when using the
display methods addressed in the interview phase. This experiment was my first empirical work
in the field and is described in Paper A.

Becoming fascinated by the field of Human Factors, and yet interested in the application in
aviation, I applied as an industry participant 1997 for the doctorate program at the Department of
Aeronautics of the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm, Sweden. However, due to
my main area of interest being Human Factors, much of the tutoring and cooperation with other
doctorate students took place in the Human Machine Systems group at KTH. I also joined the
Human Factors in Aviation (HFA) doctorate program at the Linköping University of Technology
(LiTH) where the theory and tools for Paper A were acquired and the excellent help in theory and
analysis was given by Sidney Dekker.

During my work 1997-2000 as a Design Reviewer (DER) representative for the Swedish Civil
Certification Authorities (CAA/LFV) at Saab Aircraft, I encountered many Human Factors issues
regarding the approval of cockpit interface. Paper B was written based on issues discovered
during several approval phases of Flight Management System (FMS) installations on the SAAB
340 and the SAAB 2000.

In 1999 I became a member of the FAA/JAA Human Factor Harmonization Working Group
(HF-HWG). Working in this group exposed me to the full range of problems identified in the
present certification process of modern cockpits. Together with more than 40 specialists in the
field, I was involved in the long process of the detailed analysis, consolidation and
recommendation phases of producing new regulatory material. This work, described in Paper C,
has helped in combining my previous experience in industry with the experimental work
performed as part of this thesis.

In order to summarize my experience in aircraft flight test and certification between 1989 and
2001 and structure the dilemma of test pilots and the way they are involved in the approval
process, Paper C was written as a position paper. The aim of this paper was to highlight the
present process deficiencies, show specific examples and propose the modification of the test
pilot role in the future.
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In early 2000, following the loss of an aircraft without any clear indication as to the cause, the
issue of primary attitude displays was brought into light. During my years as test pilot I have in
several cases seen tendencies for wrong recovery from a static banked turn. In order to
investigate the issue and implement my thesis tools and process, Paper D was written using
empirical data showing pilot errors and using the end user population.

At the end of 2000, I began working as a test pilot for Fairchild-Dornier on a new Transport
Category aircraft project (Do728) that incorporated many novel interface features. New Human
Factors issues were identified and based on empirical results and using simple tools the proposed
methodology was partially implemented in the design process. This work is described in the
thesis and used as partial proof of the new proposed process.

I have had the privilege of being able to implement some of my research results and proposals in
an actual project already in the design phases. In the coming years, the certification and
operational experience will tell whether the new process and method produced a safer and
operationally more usable cockpit interface.
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Division of work between the authors

Paper A
Pilot performance during multiple failures:
An empirical study of different warning systems.
Singer, G. & Dekker, S.
The idea of the paper, the planning and execution of the experiment were made by
G. Singer. The analysis and theory were written jointly by G. Singer and S. Dekker.

Paper B
The ergonomics of flight management systems:
Fixing holes in the cockpit certification net.
Singer, G. & Dekker, S.
The idea of the paper, the analysis of the process and the proposal for a new approach were done
by G. Singer. The paper was written jointly by G. Singer and S. Dekker.

Paper C
Minimizing pilot-error by design:
Are test pilots doing a good enough job?
Singer, G.
G. Singer is the sole author of this paper

Paper D
The effect of the roll index (sky pointer) on roll reversal errors.
Singer, G. & Dekker, S.
G. Singer and S. Dekker brainstormed the idea for the paper jointly. G. Singer did the planning
and execution of the experiment aided by students at the Center of Virtual Reality and Simulation
in Linköping. S. Dekker performed most of the statistical analysis. The theory, discussion and
conclusions were written jointly by both authors.
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Summary of appended papers

Paper A:
Pilot performance during multiple failures: An empirical study of different warning
systems.

Aircraft warning system philosophy was chosen as a case study to demonstrate the evaluation
of a complex and highly automated feature in a modern commercial cockpit. The hypothesis
was that despite interview based pilot preference for detailed information, objective
performance is superior when presented with highly processed data.  Empirical performance
data was collected using a part-task simulator exposing a variety of pilots to typical multiple
failure scenarios in a high workload environment.  Four different methods of sorting and
prioritization of warning information representing four existing aircraft systems in use were
tested. Response times and error rates were measured and analyzed. Statistically significant
results showed preference to highly automated and processed information. This paper shows
the effective use of part-task simulation to achieve objectively validated data in order to
determine the best of several design solutions.

Paper B:
The ergonomics of flight management systems: Fixing holes in the cockpit certification
net.

Based on a review of several cases of new installations approved in modern aircraft, the
Flight Management System (FMS) interface features are discussed in detail. The efficiency of
the certification process in general and the present requirements in particular are questioned.
The underlying difficulties in the new skills and knowledge required of the system operator
are discussed. Several proposals for new requirements are made and the implementation of an
objective simulation validation process is described. The proposed certification method
minimizes subjective bias and exposes the end user pilot to an operational scenario with
Pass/Fail criteria. This paper highlights the certification process deficiencies when addressing
complex systems and shows several incremental improvements.

Paper C:
Minimizing pilot-error by design: Are test pilots doing a good enough job?

Test pilots have always been central figures in the validation and certification process of
cockpit interface design. Based on incident and accident reports and other deficiencies
encountered by the author in his work, the role of the test pilot in this process is questioned.
The tools available to the test pilot and methods of using them are described and evaluated. In
this position paper, a new role for the test pilot is proposed, emphasizing the planning and
analysis tasks of the test pilot rather than the present role as a participating subject pilot.
Furthermore, this paper describes the work done by the HF-HWG in finding the deficiencies
in the present set of Human Factors, design related, certification requirements and advisory
material.
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Paper D:
The effect of the roll index (sky pointer) on roll reversal errors.

The basic Attitude Display Indicator (ADI) is used in a case study showing serious
deficiencies in display design features accepted by tradition rather than by objective testing.
Using simple part-task simulation, a variety of pilots are asked to recover from different
conditions of normal banked flight. Three types of ADI conventions are used and error rates
and response times recorded. Statistically significant results show nearly five times higher
error rates when using the ADI common in commercial aircraft compared with the ones used
on military or general aviation aircraft. This paper, in addition to highlighting a serious
deficiency in an existing feature, shows a simple method of attaining empirical data for use in
the new design process.
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1 Background

It has been well documented that at least 70% of commercial aircraft accidents in the last 15
years were human error related (FAA, 1996).  The global nature of the problem is emphasized in
the newly UK CAA released policy paper referring to several independent studies with similar
conclusions (CAA, 2000). A specific international investigation to determine causes of accidents
due to Propulsion System Malfunction plus Inappropriate Crew Response (PSM+ICR) was
conducted in the late 90’s by airframe manufacturers (AIA/AECMA, 1998). The investigation
discovered several similar Human Factors deficiencies.

The cockpit of an airliner is designed for the specific task of providing a safe and efficient
interface with the operators, nowadays, often two pilots. Despite the similar tasks performed by
all crews, designs vary greatly between manufacturers and hardly any standards exist for the
interface methods.

The present methods of validating cockpit designs rely mostly on subjective statements and
evaluations of a limited number of test pilots. This results in design solutions that have been
approved for use without a realistic operational test and without objective or global agreed upon
minimum acceptable performance levels. Unlike the technical system approval process that
follows strict international standards and testing criteria, the Human Factors interface evaluation
lacks such standards.

The evaluation and approval process today comprises several review phases with the appropriate
feedback for change. The timing of the feedback is directly related to the effort and cost of each
change. This constraint causes many manufacturers to defer design changes and instead apply
“Band-Aid” fixes in the form of procedures, limitations and special training to overcome design
weaknesses identified at the final stages of approval.

Design decisions regarding cockpit interface have always been made based on subjective
statements of test pilots. Test pilots rely on the certification regulations, company design
philosophy and own previous experience (Singer, 1992; Singer & Persson, 1996). The design is
scrutinized in reviews, flight tests and certification tests and is formally approved before it is
allowed to enter service. And yet, most accidents lately have occurred despite this process. Based
on this rationale it could be claimed that the test pilots have not been doing a good enough job.
Blaming the test pilots for design deficiencies in cockpit interface would be unfair without
highlighting the present process, its methods and tools. The result of an evaluation of a design is
only as good as the tools used and the methods applied.

Several of these issues, showing the limitations of the present process, have been discussed in the
author’s previous research (Singer, 2000). The author shows the present process of flight-testing
as a tool for validating different design features and cockpit interface. The weaknesses in that
method are highlighted and a qualitative approach is used for showing successful and deficient
examples of the present methodology of flight test. It concludes by pointing out that two major
areas of concern exist in the present process of validating cockpit design through flight test:
• Inadequate certification material is partly the reason of deficient solutions and makes the

development and certification test work less predictable for the flight test teams.
• Lack of an acceptable validation method for pilot performance when using a newly installed

system may result in immature interface features.
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2 Problem definition

2.1 Modern cockpit complexity
The cockpit of a modern commercial airliner today incorporates many highly automated systems.
The way the systems are integrated with cockpit controls and displays varies with vendors and
aircraft manufacturers. The high authority and autonomy of some of these systems raise new
issues of crew awareness, perception and communication with such systems in both normal and
abnormal situations (Wickens, 1992; Billing, 1997). The difficulties start already during the
design and evaluation phases of such an interface. In many cases, system definition is finalized
quite late in the design process and the full functionality is not visible to the evaluator until the
final phase of testing. At that stage deficiencies are therefore often accepted without necessarily
addressing the Human Factors design issues. The result is often that the full implication to the
total design philosophy is not always addressed due to cost and schedule constraints.

The following sections will highlight several of the driving factors in the design and approval
process that contribute to Human Factors related design deficiencies:

2.2 Innovation or commonality
A clear trend in the last decade has been to market aircraft families rather than individual models.
This allows the airline to be more flexible, determining the size of aircraft put daily into service
thus assuring minimum retraining of crews and other personnel. Unfortunately, design
commonality resulted in some cases retaining bad design features even in newer aircraft models
(B737 NG, MD90). The operational requirements of having similar cockpit design and controls
have left a design of the 90s with technical features from the 60s. Although not always resulting
in unsafe solutions, new technology integration and principles may cause higher workload and
deficient flow when part of an old basic design. Some design compromises are probably
preferable to complex training syllabi, but is such a cost/benefit evaluation done in the proper
way?

2.3 Selling gimmicks
In the high-tech consumer-goods market of today, many flashy equipment options are offered.
Aircraft business is no exception. In many cases, especially in the corporate and business-jet
sector, the accessories are a major item in the contract and sales profits. This often results in the
installation of a wide range of equipment combinations into the cockpit without a proper
evaluation of the crew’s ability to use it (Singer & Dekker, 2001- Paper B). The approval
responsibility many times falls under the operational rules rather than the airworthiness ones.
Operational rules vary depending on the type of payload and certification authority. As long as
the aircraft can be certified by the manufacturers and sold with the expensive avionics suite, there
is usually very little a test pilot or Human Factors evaluator can do to influence the process.

2.4 New systems mandated for old aircraft
Many of the recent additions to cockpit design complexity are the results of the installation of
navigation and warning systems mandated by new operational requirements. These requirements
usually apply to all aircraft of a certain size, in certain airspace and at a certain date (FAR 121,
JAR OPS 1) (FAA , 1998). Examples are:
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• Area navigation (B-RNAV) accuracy in European airspace that mandated an FMS,
• Traffic Collision Alerting System (TCAS/ACAS) in the USA and then in Europe,
• Reactive wind shear warning systems,
• Enhanced Terrain Awareness and Warnings Systems (TAWS) mandated in the USA and

Europe,
• Narrow spacing for Very High Frequency (VHF) radios (8.33 kHz spacing) in Europe.

Due to the new requirements, existing aircraft have been retrofitted with the new systems. One
example is the FMS for area navigation as shown in figure 1. The price of equipping old aircraft
with new systems must be in proportion to the aircraft value in order to be acceptable. This often
results in low cost installations and inconsistent interface considerations. While improving safety
of one aspect of flight, other aspects, such as crew workload and awareness might be
compromised (Singer & Dekker, 2001- Paper B).

Figure 1: FMS retrofit into a Saab 340 cockpit – notice installation on aft central panel.

2.5 Extensive use of multi modal interface
As with any modern technical interface in a critical system, the means of communicating
urgency, information and status feedback are very essential for the acceptance by the operator. In
order to achieve a reliable interface that can convey a large amount of information at the correct
timing, a multi modal system is used. The audio channel is used for alerting, informing and
giving guidance. A visual channel is used to convey more complex information in the form of
color, display dynamics (flashing) and quite a lot of text information. All this data must be
coordinated, prioritized and filtered to avoid overload and confusion. Taking into account
operator cultural and language variations, the interface must be clear, intuitive and easy to
understand. This has been confirmed by Human Factors studies (Noyes et al., 1996), and a recent
one specifically addressing alerting systems  (Mårtensson & Singer, 1998).
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In many cockpits, the addition of new systems to an already existing highly complex interface,
have resulted in the inability of the crew to cope with critical conditions. The implementation of
the multi modal interface has in some cases been done in an unstructured way and without
evaluating the full consequences of the combination of outputs (Woods, 1995; Mårtensson,
1995).

2.6 Evaluating Novel features
The introduction of new and novel controls and displays into the cockpit has resulted in new
potential risks when using them. Novel features could be new hardware such as a Cursor Control
Device (figure 3) or the new operational use of existing controls and displays for a more complex
task (CDU at the top of figure 2). The resulting error risks, workload increase and training
requirements are all issues that must be addressed when introducing such designs (JAA, 2001).
Due to the higher level of automation and complexity of such installations, the use of a classic
subjective evaluation by a test pilot has great limitations. The new designs must be evaluated for
logic, feedback and error tolerance in both normal and failure conditions. In addition, the failure
cases where the highly automated system misleads the crew could have unanticipated
consequences. In order to overcome the shortcomings of the existing regulations, temporary
guidance material has recently been introduced (JAA, 2001).
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Figure 2: A typical layout of modern cockpit controls (Do728)

Figure 3: Novel cockpit controls – Cursor Control Device (CCD)
(Do728 - Honeywell International)
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2.7 Cockpit evaluation process – feedback loops
The process of design and evaluation of cockpit systems is a complex one. Although governed by
strict technical requirements it uses subjective statements to show the ability of the crew to use
and understand the final product (FAA, 1998). It is significant that the final user of the product
(the operational line pilot) is only exposed to the design at a very late stage allowing for few, if
any, changes in the design based on the operational evaluation. The evaluation process,
specifically the final certification approval process, has been criticized by many in the aviation
industry and by research and certification authorities. Special attention has been given to cockpit
design-related initiatives during recent years in studies addressing Human Factors in aviation
(Paries, 1994; Hopkin, 1993; FAA, 1996; FAA, 1999; Stager, 1993).

The evaluation and approval process today comprises several phases with different levels of
feedback for change as illustrated in figure 4. The thickness of the feedback arrows represents the
effort and cost of each change. The first loops (a) are the evaluations within each design group
such as the avionics vendor or the cockpit hardware group. The next loop (b) is checked when
the avionics and cockpit are integrated into an avionics rig or test bed. When the first prototype
performs the initial flight the full functional loop (c) can be checked in specific test conditions
but only when the final design is delivered to the customer does the full operational environment
enable the final evaluation. It is clear that the later the evaluation loop the more difficult it
becomes to make changes and when unavoidable, at a very high cost (Singer, 2000). It is
therefore often left to the operator to introduce training programs and specific procedures (d) to
compensate for design deficiencies identified at a late stage.

Figure 4: The present schematic review process of cockpit design
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2.8 “Band-Aid” fixes
The present method of evaluating a commercial cockpit design is based on contractual
requirements, time and scope constraints and the trend to minimize certification risks. Unlike the
large manufacturers, the majority of the airframe manufacturers have infrequent new projects,
limited research resources and compressed test schedules (Singer, 1992; Singer, 2000). In
contrast to most military projects, commercial ones usually allow only two years for design and
one year for development and certification flights (Singer & Persson, 1996). Due to these time
constraints, very little experimentation is done for validation of new design features and
approvals are made based on "Good Engineering Practices". In many cases the evaluations are
done using paper mock-ups or early prototypes and the final result is forced through the
certification process as "Good Enough". Despite test pilot protests, error-prone design features
are approved due to the lack of a "Certification Paragraph" that could be used to enforce a
change. Test teams are often faced with a more or less finished design and have very little room
to mandate changes.

The constraints above have contributed to cockpit design solutions that lack a formal validation
and therefore probably incorporate deficiencies that might cause or facilitate crew errors
(Courtney, 1999). Some would claim that such error risks will usually be captured by other safety
nets such as procedures and training but how reliable are these nets? This has been explored  by
many including representatives of the certification authorities (Newman, 1997).

2.9 Training to cover for design flaws
When the design finally enters service, it often lacks the full means of training and
documentation. The manufacturer of a new aircraft is required to comply with the airworthiness
regulations but much more is needed for the efficient use in service. Training requirements for
the crew are not part of the mandatory Airplane Flight Manual (AFM) and usually require
extensive work by training centers and airlines to be made complete. A training simulator might
not be available prior to introduction into service and detailed design philosophy and training
needs are not specified. This issue, when not taken into account during initial evaluations, may
contribute to extra risks due to errors made by the new users.

The general goal of training is to improve response reliability and robustness of failure
management and increase anticipation of alarm situations to the point of creating an ideal alarm-
less environment. There seems to be a gap between designers and training pilots when it comes
to the level of system understanding required. Addressing the training issues early in the design
process and publishing a clear system philosophy to the users will help eliminate such gaps.

2.10 Inadequacies of the evaluation methods presently used by industry
The following examples illustrate the process used by the aircraft industry to show compliance
with the present design requirements. These examples illustrate the typical small scale
manufacturer and do not criticize the larger manufacturers that usually have more leverage to
force tailor-made designs. Furthermore, the role of the test pilot in each method is highlighted for
discussion reasons.

2.10.1 Cockpit ergonomics
One of the first tasks of the test pilot in a new project is to evaluate mockups and prototypes of
the cockpit and its levers. For flying the aircraft, the most important control features in a cockpit
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are the primary controls usually called the control-column or control-wheel. In most commercial
aircraft (Airbus 320/340 family is an exception), pitch and roll are determined by the pilot by
moving a control column forward and aft and rotating a control wheel left and right. The position
and size of the wheel is central in the design of the whole cockpit and requires a thorough and
systematic evaluation throughout the design and development process. The designer must assure
the full travel of the controls when a pilot is seated, that the cockpit displays are not significantly
obscured by the controls in any position and ensure the crew ability to egress the cockpit.

All of the above can be evaluated in a partial cockpit mockup.  By selecting evaluation pilots of
different sizes and percentiles (including some with extreme combinations) the ability to use the
full travel of the controls and reach the rest of the cockpit functions is evaluated. Since the pilot
seat can be adjusted in several degrees of freedom, it is essential to determine that all evaluations
are done using the pre-determined position that is equivalent to all pilots. A Design Eye Point, a
three-dimensional position in the cockpit, is defined as a point where it is assumed all pilots can
position themselves and perform all duties (FAA, 1998). This position is also the one
determining the other display positions and the field of view available out of the cockpit
windows. Even though full travel of the controls can be determined in such a mockup, the forces
required for moving the controls are not fully defined (for reversible controls) until the flight test
phase. The smaller the size of the control wheels, the less it obstructs the pilot’s view.  On the
other hand, a small wheel results in a shorter moment arm between the pivot and the pilot hands
thus requires higher forces (Singer, 2000).

2.10.2 Avionics systems integration
The integration of the different avionics units into a cockpit is a demanding and frustrating phase
in testing and certification. Since not all systems are fully defined yet, many features are only
preliminary and the full interface logic is not complete. The level of dependency between sensor
data, logic and displays is very high and requires a very systematic approach. In today’s
integrated cockpits it is no longer possible to visualize the outcome of all input combinations.
Even though the primary logic is usually defined, many secondary effects might be overlooked.
Lacking an effective evaluation tool, the system engineer is faced with the need to make
subjective engineering judgments without a thorough validation process.

At this phase the test pilots are often asked to contribute with an interpretation of system
operational aspects, opinion on the ease of use and the risks of error. Due to the lack of
evaluation tools the pilots usually revert to previous experience which results in subjective
evaluations and isolated proposals. In most cases common sense results in a good design, but the
validation process is missing. Pilots are very highly biased to previous experience that might not
be relevant to the new design. Personal bias is known to be a dominant issue in selecting warning
text messages for example.

One of the most complex and time-consuming processes when developing an advanced
commercial aircraft is to define the system feedback logic and display interface. With the
increased complexity of aircraft systems and the reduction of the number of crewmembers that
operate the aircraft in service, cockpit design philosophy has to be reevaluated. In the past, each
system had dedicated dials and warning lights which the crew was to monitor and understand.
With the limited number of systems, each having only few parameters that could give a direct
feedback to the pilot, workload during malfunction was reasonable and pilot options limited.
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With the introduction of advanced glass-cockpit aircraft using highly automated engines and
flight control systems, the situation changed. The systems were integrated in such a way that one
failure could cascade into multiple failures of other systems.  In addition, the sensing and
monitoring features became more capable and could display the detailed faults and system status.
The result was an overload of warning information in the form of audio and visual feedback to
the crew at critical stages of the flight like in the case of the MD80 accident in Sweden 1991
(Mårtensson, 1995).

As a method of design, the manufacturer looks at the possible failure cases for each system, the
expected effects, and the way the crew is expected to react and show compliance with the written
requirements. In addition, test pilots are involved in the determination of the system interface
suitability in all foreseeable conditions (displays, audio sounds and tactile feedback). Since the
matrix of all combinations is endless, safety analysis is made to isolate the most probable failures
and the ones with the most severe effects.

2.10.3 Flight testing
Traditionally, flight test has always been assumed to be the best method to evaluate a system,
since it is tested in end-to-end operations in actual flight conditions. Typically, following a
ground test period on the aircraft prototype, the system is found safe to fly and the test teams are
given the task to evaluate its usability in flight. Most test version systems have many deviations
from the final product but the basic function is usually available. Therefore many restrictions are
set on flight test configuration, limiting testing scale and exposure to less than the full envelope.
Nevertheless, flight test is in many cases the best tool for the task.

The flight test technique used by the test pilots for evaluating control characteristics requires
precision and patience. It is the pilot’s task to help define the most critical conditions for the test
to cover all foreseen future flight conditions. In many cases the flight test methods succeed in
identifying problems and result in changes that make the control response acceptable for use in
all foreseeable conditions. In several examples (Singer, 1992) the flight test method failed to give
the expected results in time and the project suffered considerable delays. High fidelity simulation
based on a more detailed aerodynamic model would allow an earlier fix and could contribute to a
better initial product.

2.10.4 Certification criteria
Any aircraft in service must meet rules and regulations set by the aviation authorities. In the
Western world today, most countries follow the rules set by the American Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), the Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA) for most European countries, or
close derivatives of these rules. The airworthiness rules guaranty that the aircraft will be designed
to certain standards, and meet minimum system safety levels and aircraft control in all
foreseeable conditions. In the case of large commercial aircraft (above 5.7 tons) the set of
requirements are called Federal Aviation Regulations Part 25 (FAR 25) or the Joint
Airworthiness Requirements (JAR 25).

The fact that an aircraft is built to the airworthiness standards does not clear it for operations.
Separate requirements exist for each nation and type of operations that mandate the rules set for
the airline regarding aircraft equipment; it’s use, crew training, duty time, maintenance etc. In the
USA operational rules for airlines are regulated by FAR 121 or FAR 135 and in Europe by JAR-
OPS. The mandatory FAR/JAR 25 paragraphs are usually very generic regarding new
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technologies. Nevertheless, when applying for approval of a new interface installation, several
FAR/JAR rules must be complied with (Singer & Dekker, 2001 – Paper B).

The vague rules and guidelines show the difficulties in showing specific compliance especially
with the introduction of complex integrated systems. The terms ease, smoothness and
positiveness used in the regulations are inherited from the traditional cockpits with mechanical
levers, switches and buttons. In the domain of electronic screens and keyboards the FAR/JAR 25
(FAA, 1998)  requirement is very vague since feedback from computers is rarely felt. How do
these terms translate into software dialog on a modern display? Modern cockpits require almost
no physical effort, but the means of measuring mental fatigue are not described and neither is the
acceptable level stated. How should one use these requirements to determine reasonable
concentration of fatigue when programming an obstinate FMS in difficult flying conditions?

The system designer or evaluator is faced with the impossible task of showing that the
installation provides convenient operation and prevents confusion and inadvertent operation. The
term prevent, if interpreted as an absolute state, will make a design of a complex interface
unrealistic.

Labeling of controls is a straightforward rule regarding normal cockpit controls. But how does
one define labels on an electronic display? When checking existing displays, it becomes clear
that although partially addressed in the advisory material such as AC 25-11 (FAA, 1987), there is
no standard and that more guidance on means of compliance is needed. For example, terms like
effect of error should be used and what tests the design has to pass be shown. The requirement to
function properly when installed is easy to evaluate on mechanical levers, but how can this be
achieved with any certainty on an FMS? In the PC environment, display architectures have
become standardized to some extent following the international standards for Visual Display
Terminals (VDT) (ISO 9241, 1997-1998). Such guidelines are missing for cockpit interface
systems like the FMS.

How can one determine what is simplicity and how much training is needed for the crew to reach
the level of ease stated in this requirement when existing practices, routines and vulnerabilities
change as a result of the introduction of a new technology? In general pilot skill is not defined
sufficiently and no criteria are stated as to the adequate levels required to operate a new novel
system safely.

2.10.5 Certification flights
The certification authorities are faced with a dilemma concerning the interpretation of the rules.
Their task is to check compliance with regulations that are often outdated and irrelevant for the
new design. General rules requiring ease of use for example, lack a fail/pass criterion that has
been shown to be accepted by previous validation. The reliance on older design solutions is often
used to approve new designs based on the so-called Grandfather Rights. When a manufacturer
applies new design features that might reduce the susceptibility to human error, it is unclear what
kind of certification credit these features might give the design. The lack of objective criteria
result in the introduction of special conditions and issue papers that try to fill in the gaps in the
regulations. Since these papers are usually ad-hoc, suggested requirements were not considered
during the design phase and conflicts tend to rise.  Certification flights of failure modes are
usually done after a proper briefing, using a build-up approach and by trained crews. The
certification pilots are then asked to extrapolate the results to an operational environment and the
typical end user. These assumptions are subjective and may vary significantly between
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certification teams. The unpredictable results increase the project risk since early ruling is
difficult to attain. Many high-risk certification tests are done in engineering simulators in order to
expose the systems to the limits of the envelope. These tests require a simulation tool validated to
satisfy the needs of the specific tests. The need to achieve high fidelity in simulation at an early
stage of a new aircraft project may delay the use of the simulator and result in late or incomplete
evaluations.

2.11 Summary
The current methods of validating the design and usability of a new cockpit are not sufficient
when evaluating the new complex systems in a modern commercial aircraft. The following
summarize these issues:

• Usability Tests are made on subsystems in isolation with the final design. The full extent
of the system interface and complexity is seldom implemented in these tests.

• The tools used usually display static conditions and in many cases consist of a paper
schematics or Boolean logic only.

• The evaluator, often a test pilot, is asked to answer in a subjective manner since objective
criteria are often not agreed upon.

• New and novel features such as highly automated controls and displays, contain new
potential risks that are difficult to identify and quantify using the traditional evaluation
methods.

• The evaluator is asked to make predictions as to possible use and misuse by operators of
different background and culture. This type of extrapolation and prediction of human
behavior is not the main expertise of a test pilot.

• Typical evaluation results are very subjective and difficult to substantiate in a manner
accepted by design engineers and managers. The lack of clear and specific rules makes
the task of the evaluator very demanding and places a very large burden on each decision.

• Evaluations are often made without the end user and only by very few evaluators that are
also involved in the initial design. This causes a risk for bias that is not counterbalanced
in a scientific way.

• Existing research methods are usually not implemented by the industry due to high cost in
resources and schedule.

• Finally, when deficiencies are discovered in the final product, the fixes that can be made
are often not design ones but rather more training, complex procedures and introduction
of operating limitations.
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3 The research proposal of the thesis

3.1 Aim of the thesis
The present process of validating cockpit system design features from a usability and reliability
aspects has been shown to require improvements to cope with the complexity of the modern
systems. This thesis proposes a new process for future cockpit design validation process that will
assist in achieving a more reliable and systematic means of predicting cockpit usability and
safety at an affordable effort to industry. The aim is to describe, test and discuss a quantitative
cockpit-design validation process as found practical from the view point of the manufacturer of
commercial aircraft.

3.2 The scope
The thesis is based on empirical results of several part-task simulations used in a manner suitable
for aircraft project dynamics. In parallel, new methods for addressing crew error risks and the
validation of such assumptions are described and discussed. An effective method of involving the
line pilot in usability and workload simulations is explained and the reasons discussed. A new
role for the test pilot is proposed in light of past experience and need of more reliable validation
test runs. In order to structure this process and implement it equally in all future projects, the
certification rules and advisories are addressed and the work done by the HF-HWG described.

3.3 Methodology
The thesis combines the development of a new process based on original evaluation and analysis
of existing problems and the use of empirical results using the tools proposed in the new process.
The author uses original results of part-task simulation experiments together with the products of
working groups that he was part of. The thesis consolidates the results and proposals of the
individual papers and adds an in depth analysis of the new validation process. The summary of
the combined methods could be described as the aim to use the best tool for the task at any given
time during the development and certification of cockpit design.
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4 Human Factors theories and methods in aviation
Extensive research has been done in the field of Human Factors in general and investigating
cockpit issues in particular. In order to explain the innovative features and their application as
proposed in this thesis, some of the theoretical work done in the field will be discussed and the
missing method characteristics highlighted.

The scope of this thesis is limited and cannot cover reviewing all previous research in the field of
Human Factors related cockpit design and evaluation. The attached papers try to cover more of
the relevant research (Singer & Dekker, 1999 - Paper A; Singer & Dekker, 2000 - Paper B;
Singer & Dekker, 2002 - Paper D). In order to show why most research results are not used by
industry, a sample of such results, mainly in the area of alerting and warning, will be discussed in
this section.

4.1 The paradox of information display
The highly automated systems in a cockpit are capable of collecting and presenting a vast amount
of information regarding aircraft system status and predictions at a very high level of detail
(Figure 5). The user on the other hand, has maintained the same capacity of perceiving,
understanding and reacting to this information. This leaves the designer with a paradox of not
being able to use all the system capabilities. The art of design becomes the ability to make the
correct compromise between the type, quantity, and timing of information display. Not only is
that task very demanding, it must be considered taking into account the dynamic change of flight
conditions. The physical characteristics of each flight phase are known but still under debate are
the combinations of atmospheric conditions, flight conditions and system failure modes to be
used for validation. Since even these parameters can be quantified, it might seem like a solvable
problem. The issue that has been the concern in recent years is more the ability to predict crew
perception and workload due to the information that is displayed (Woods & Sarter, 1998). On the
one hand, the pilots’ request to be kept in the loop and have good situation awareness while on
the other, only relevant information is wanted (Mårtensson & Singer, 1998). The definition of
relevant information changes with stress and workload and has been found difficult to determine.

Figure 5 Typical electronic displays with multiple features
(Honeywell International  EPIC - Do 728)
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4.2 Warnings and risk communication
Risk evaluation and warning system principles are not unique to aircraft cockpits.  The concept
of warnings and the communication of risk are well established in many other fields. In the book
Warnings and Risk Communication (Wogalter et al., 1999), many of the aspects of how to
communicate warnings and risk information to be effective, and what factors influence the
communication process are explored in detail. The book covers many fields with illustrated
examples that relate mostly to traffic signs, medicine and food labels and other conventions. The
general method is based on a model called Communication-Human Information Processing (C-
HIP) that includes: Source, channel, attention, memory, attitudes, motivation and behavior as
steps in a framework.

The authors describe the methods of assessing attention in the context of warnings. Attention can
be measured more-or-less directly by tracking eye movements, measuring detection alternatively
reaction times or by self-reporting of attention. These three most common methods for measuring
attention have their benefits and drawbacks.

Ø The eye movement method is probably the most direct method of assessing visual attention.
This method is a good measure especially for investigating the pre-attentive aspects of
salience manipulators (border, icon, and color or signal word) and how they draw attention
when they pop-out. While very attractive for use because of the exact results, the eye tracking
experiments are very expensive and data collection can be time consuming.

Ø Detection or Reaction Time (D-RT) is another direct method of measuring attention. While it
is much easier and cheaper to use, the drawback is that the researcher does not gain
information about the visual path taken in order to locate the warning. In addition,
participants can falsely report having detected the warning.

Ø The Self-Reports method involves asking the participant questions whether they saw the
warning or not. This method should be used only in context of memory studies, but not as a
measure of pure attention due to possible bias.

Warnings and Risk Communication describes the different components of comprehension in
regards to warning messages. Readability, coherence, explicitness and brevity are important
issues when looking at verbal messages. If pictorial symbols are used it is important to know the
target user population, their experience with the product, competence (ability to read) and hazard
perception. Memory can be measured by open-ended recall, which is asking the participants to
recount all they remember. It is usually more important that people remember the idea (lenient
scoring) rather that the exact text (strict scoring) of the warning. Another method of checking
memory is by recognition tests. These tests are more realistic than memory recall since safety
warnings are supposed to cue people about potential hazards. Matching techniques may also be
used but it does lend itself to guessing.

What we as humans perceive as the truth is often only attitudes and beliefs. This is very
important to remember in order to understand risk perception when evaluating a warning
message. Beliefs are any cognitive content, which is held as being true. If people do not believe
that they need to take precaution, they will ignore the warnings.

The authors of Warnings and Risk Communication also treat methods in which one can evaluate
compliance with warning information and signs. One method used is called the Incidental
Exposure, where the participants are not informed that the study deals with warnings. Instead a
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cover story is given and behavior is expected to be more as in real life.  The method might be
including deception, which requires consent and approvals.

In summary, the authors state that little research has been done regarding how warnings influence
beliefs and attitudes. This is a very important issue in the cockpit where very determined and
strong willed individuals communicate. Despite the relevance of many of the findings described
above very little implementation of such methods has been seen in the aviation industry.  The
issues of language, belief, or even pure recall issues are not part of an approval process. Is it the
lack of time or the lack of a requirement to do so? Could general rules of design be implemented
to the aircraft world or is it too unique in it’s environment?

4.3 Addressing human error
Human error has been deeply investigated for its causes by Reason (Reason, 1990) and several
theories produced. The well known “Swiss Cheese” model illustrating the defenses that prevent
an accident from occurring is one relevant for cockpit design. The model divides errors into
several subsets of behavior but does not quantify or specify the means to determine the size of
the holes in the cheese slices. In a recent paper addressing the classification of human behavior, a
team from the University of Illinois Aviation Research Lab (Shappell et al., 2001) explain a new
Human Factors Analysis And Classification tool (HFACS). The tool uses data gathered during
accident investigations and develops the human error classification proposed by Reason into
more operational related errors. Errors are separated from violations and each group addressed in
detail. This process helps to focus on areas that require training of skills and supervision
programs. The weakness in this method is its reliance only on past accidents and its lack of
reference to cockpit technology (especially novel features). In addition, the problem remains
regarding what level of training is needed for safe operations and how to test training
effectiveness in a reliable way (Rignèr & Dekker, 1999).

In the article Coping with Complex Alarms (Gibson, et al., 1996) the authors discuss
sophisticated alarm systems in aircraft.  They propose some recommendations for changing the
training strategies. They state that the foundation of advanced training is that crews need to know
more than merely how to work the system in order to diagnose problems. They must have
sufficient knowledge about the system functional levels down to the level where they can have an
effect on the outcome. This will help their mental model and reduce the risk of commission
errors.

A new approach of addressing human error as part of the design safety analysis has recently been
proposed by the CAA (JAA NPA, 2001). It goes the partial step of recommending the insertion
of all human errors into system safety analysis. What is missing from the proposal is the
identification of levels of risk introduced by these errors, whether in normal operations or errors
following system guidance.

4.4 Human performance using warning systems
In his book Engineering Psychology and Human Performance (Wickens, 1992) the author
describes solutions to some of the problems pilots are faced with in fault management. Error
tolerance and prediction capabilities are expected of future warning systems. The aim is to allow
the operator to experiment with the control of variables and predict their outcome before
committing to the action. The system will predict the results and the crew can determine whether
to accept or take another action.
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The way an alarm is annunciated today, by very annoying alarms, guaranties detection but might
be counterproductive to effective diagnosis. Diagnostic aids should be given more attention.
Sequencing, is suggested as a method of for example replaying the event at pilot’s choice.
Prioritizing and grouping are techniques used already on existing systems, but in a way of
spatially organizing the display as to show systems that are closely related as a single global
variable that is easier to monitor. The author describes display integration where emergent
features, which are the size and shape of an object, will show early trend changes of the status of
a system. The meaning of color should not only to be status related but also be dependent on the
operational phase.

Prioritization logic has been implemented in most aircraft system designs but grouping and error
tolerant designs have not been systematically implemented yet, partly due to other constraints
(commonality with older models, space, cost). One reason might be that pre-design activities are
very limited, the subsystems are designed by independent vendors and the philosophy of a
system usually takes form too late for significant changes.

4.5 Validating simulators for Human Factors use
Mission Oriented Simulators (MOS) are often used in Human Factors research. The level of
fidelity needed for such research is evaluated in a National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) paper (Orlady et al., 1988), guidelines for conducting such research
determined and recommendations for alternative methods given to improve research
productivity. The paper gives very valuable inputs to researchers using simulators and provides
checklist and tips for test teams.

The Mission Oriented Simulation method gives the opportunity to determine which level of
simulation is sufficient and for what purposes and scenarios. The idea is to validate data of
several devices (from full simulator to part-task PC). In this approach flight-testing is required to
gather actual flight data of the scenarios. It is then necessary to validate the behavior of the
simulations in each required test condition. If the expected characteristic does not appear in the
simulation, the fidelity is probably insufficient. Since some deficiencies will not be seen by
objective tests, subjective evaluations of Subject Matter Experts (SME), such as pilots, are
needed for a complete validation.

Another aspect of MOS is the pilots’ acceptance of the scenarios and representations. It was
found that while accepting deficiencies in simulation fidelity, pilots did not tolerate unrealistic
tasks and scenarios. NASA therefore recommends that the overall conditions leading to tactical
and strategic decisions must be realistic in order to test failure conditions. One last comment
regarding simulations is the need to avoid exposing the crew to experiences that might be
psychologically damaging, such as a crash of a fully loaded large transport aircraft.

Limited simulation tools have been used in most recent aircraft projects. The main aim has been
to look at flight controls interface and handling characteristics prior to flight (Singer & Persson,
1996). The use of simulation for display and logic verification has been limited to Bench Testing
of local interfaces rather than a full aircraft layout. The reason being the difficulties in validation
of the simulators in order to get credit for test results based on those tools only. It was often
found that the complexity of the system and its integration with other aircraft sensors made the
investment unreasonable and therefore the actual aircraft was used as a simulator for limited
testing prior to flight.
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4.6 Evaluating integrated information systems
Integrated Crew Information System (ICIS) evaluation program is an example of a very
professional and pragmatic method of evaluating a new display used for presenting information
to the crew including guidance how to address failures. The ICIS paper (ICIS, 1997)  covers two
methods for evaluation of a new display concept, the first using a full-mission simulator, and the
second using a part-task evaluation for specific tasks. This goes well in line with the NASA
recommendation (Orlady et al., 1988) but takes it a step further by involving the full scale of end
users in a very scientific way.

The ICIS evaluation method is structured in such a way that it set defined measures of
performance and set pass/fail criteria prior to the evaluations. The dimensions to assess success
criteria were acceptability, usability, efficiency and safety. Each measure was evaluated by using
either questionnaires or measuring crew errors and rating them according to criticality levels. The
care taken to choose a representative population large enough to draw solid statistical
conclusions makes this method very robust and validity level assessed as very high. 72
crewmembers were tested in a training simulator and evaluated by post-flight questionnaires
including the well-established Task Load Ratings (TLX) and Situational Awareness Rating
Technique (SART) methods (Wilson & Corlett, 1995). One of the important issues that were
addressed was that the errors in themselves should not always be a concern. It is rather the effects
or criticality of error that should be evaluated, and attention given mainly to the ones reducing
safety and efficiency.

As a complementary method to the full-mission simulator, a more limited and controlled
environment was set to validate the effects of each parameter using a part-task simulator. In this
environment, specific items such as response to predetermined conditions were evaluated closely
without the constraints of the multiple tasks the crew is asked to solve in the first evaluation. In
this scenario the task performance of the new display can be evaluated and retrieval of
information documented.

Taken together, the full-mission Simulator and the part-task evaluations constitute a structured
method with objective criteria and measurement of performance for evaluation of fitness as a
new display in a modern cockpit. Industry has not adapted this method probably due to cost and
schedule constraints and as long as designs can be approved without simulations it seems like the
risk is assumed to be acceptable. The manufacturer of the ICIS that went into the effort of a
systematic evaluation process was forced to abandon the project and ceased to exist. The cost in
resources and schedule seem to be one of the obstacles in industry accepting such comprehensive
methods.

4.7 Decision aids for the complex cockpit
In modern complex cockpits, the crew is required to absorb many pieces of information often in
time critical conditions. In several papers on Model Based Reasoning (MBR) applied to cockpit
warning systems (Ovenden et al., 1993; Noyes et al., 1995; Ovenden, 1993), the authors describe
the advantages of using MBR techniques as a method of making warning systems more
“Intelligent”. The cases when multiple failures occur simultaneously are discussed and the
potential of conflicting procedures highlighted. It emphasizes the importance of ensuring that
appropriate warning system information is presented in a form that the individuals can readily
understand.
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MBR provides a novel approach to warning system design and is in general based on a system
model representing the correct function of each condition. By comparing actual behavior to the
modeled one, early trends of failures or abnormalities can be detected and the crew informed.
Unlike conventional systems that are fault oriented, the Model-Based system can take into
account broader goals such as strategic inputs, navigation, fuel left etc. A detected discrepancy
can be identified and categorized (convergent, divergent, stable, oscillating) and the relation to
the predicted model displayed.

The main advantages of this method are claimed to be the early detection and reaction to slow
and non-linear parameter changes that would usually have gone undetected until developed into a
more serious condition. Finally, the method allows a more flexible and goal driven prioritization
to be programmed that will reduce pilot workload and improve decision support in cases of
complex failures. This method has been partly used in the integration of a warning system into a
helicopter project. The reluctance of industry to have a more widespread use of predictive
systems is the long development and testing time needed and the risk for large number of
nuisance warnings when entering service. As long as no specific requirements are set by the user
or the authorities the manufacturer will probably take the low risk approach to design. In many
cases the added value of an early predictive warning is questioned by the operators. It might
cause larger number of diversions or flight cancellations that are not directly flight safety related
(Nibbelke, et al., 2000).

4.8 User involvement
The research method based on User involvement (Noyes, Starr & Rankin, 1996; Noyes, Starr &
Frankish, 1996), shows advantages of using pilots in the design process. Unlike the ICIS
experimental method (ICIS, 1997) described above, this method uses the pilots for knowledge
elicitation in the early stages of a project. More than 1300 questionnaires were evaluated and
analyzed.  The pilots represented were the typical end user population using modern systems, and
flying different types of aircraft. By defining criteria and addressing the different functions of
warning systems for example, designers can improve the features of future warning systems to
take into account present deficiencies. By getting a large sample of pilots, the risks of bias and
other validity risks (Cook & Campbell, 1989) are minimized and external validity of the results is
secured. In order to ensure the robustness of the widely spread questionnaire, a semi-structured
pre-study interview process using smaller numbers of participants was performed. This allowed
the team to evaluate the comprehension, semantics, style and content of the questionnaires. After
completing the analysis of the questionnaire results, the team returned to a small sub-sample of
flight deck crew to check the validity of the results.

This method is sensitive to interpretation of terms and scenarios but the use of the three-stage
interview method (Noyes et al., 1995) assures that the user-interface will also be user-oriented in
the design. Unfortunately, such broad subjective methods require unacceptable time and
resources from a competitive industry and unless a simpler and much more limited method can
be provided, this will remain a method used for research. It would be helpful if generic
recommendation could be implemented in certification guidance material as an aid in a design
process.
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4.9 Implementation by industry
When reviewing all the research done regarding Human Factors aspects of cockpit design issues,
it is surprising to notice that very few of these methods and results have been implemented in the
aircraft industry. Although the large manufacturers do engage in research projects with several
known institutes, the final design products show very little traceability to such  research (FAA,
1996; AIA/AECMA, 1998).

A positive example though is the cooperation between industry and researchers (Boeing &
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)) in the study which focuses on the display features
of the new terrain displays (TAWS) (Kuchar & Hansman, 1993) introduced in the last few years
into all large aircraft. The research gives concrete results to industry on the best method to
display terrain by providing pilot ratings and pilot response based on part-task simulation. The
general conclusion was that the plan view (map like) display was best perceived by the pilots and
also showed best avoidance response. Even though some of the issues were not fully covered, it
seems like most of industry selected to pursue this track and present terrain (TAWS) in the map
mode.

Despite all these research examples, very little has been used by industry when approaching the
design of a new cockpit. Some large manufacturers might have used structured methods but
many smaller ones have not. The author’s personal involvement in the development and
certification process at SAAB Aircraft and Fairchild-Dornier shows very little has been done in
the way of a structured Human Factors cockpit evaluation process or implementation of external
research results.
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5 Deficiencies addressed in this thesis
In order to substantiate the issues described in the previous chapters, several examples will be
discussed in more detail. Some of these features have been identified as contributing factors to
accidents in the past 15 years as stated in several reports such as the FAA Human Factors Study
Team report (FAA, 1996), Flight Safety Foundation yearly accident summary 1997 (FSF, 1997)
and the HF-HWG accident data review (HF-HWG, 2001).

The examples used in this thesis are just some of the issues that the author has been personally
engaged in. As identified in the HF-HWG report they range from ergonomics and basic flight
instrument conventions, to warning information display, the form given to text messages and the
lack of specific requirements for Flight Management Systems (FMS) interface design. These
examples have all been derived from flight test and research experience involving FAR/JAR 25
projects in the past 10 years (Singer, 2000).

5.1 Attitude Indicator conventions
In several summaries of accident reports, loss of control has been determined to be one of the
main causes of several incidents and accidents involving large transport category aircraft (FSF,
1997; CAA, 1998). The loss of a SAAB 340 after taking off from Zurich in early 2000 (FOCA,
2001) is suspected to have been caused by loss of control. According to the interim report of the
Swiss Federal Office of Civil Aviation (FOCA) the aircraft banked slowly to one direction and
then after a hesitation, bank angle increased to an attitude that made recovery impossible. Many
test pilots performing maneuvers requiring accurate bank angle capture, have occasionally
encountered a tendency to initially recover from a steady bank angle in the wrong direction. This
is evident only when using the Attitude Display Indicator (ADI) as reference. This tendency has
not been as evident in military aircraft, which have a different position to their roll (bank) angle
index. This issue is addressed in detail in Paper D of this thesis and empirical results are
presented and discussed.

The form and function of the artificial horizon has hardly changed in the past 50 years. The
western concept in commercial and military aviation has always been the one mimicking the
outside world horizon as the moving part and the aircraft reference as an index fixed to the
aircraft structure as seen from inside the cockpit (The Inside-Out concept). The moving part
consists of a two color moving background (earth and sky) with pitch scales depicted (figure 6).
The fixed index includes the pitch reference (aircraft symbol) and roll scale (bank angle).  The
pitch index is usually positioned on the horizon in the middle of the display when in level flight.
The roll index though can be placed either at the top or bottom of the display and points straight
up (sky pointer) or straight down (earth pointer) (figure 7).
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Figure 6: The two reference methods for using an Attitude Indicator

Figure 7: The Sky and Earth roll pointers (do not appear together)
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The general Inside-Out convention has been adapted and seldom questioned despite substantial
experimental data from the 1960s (Roscoe, 1968) showing results that favor the opposite
convention (Outside-In) used in the east. According to modern aviation research the convention
of the moving horizon gives a consistent frame of reference for a pilot sitting in the cockpit but
violates the principle of the moving part (the aircraft banks in reality) (Wickens, 1992; Roscoe,
1975; Roscoe, 1980). Since the introduction of Head Up Displays (HUD), the principal of
conformity has made the western ADI convention more intuitive when overlaying the outside
world.

When investigating the roll index feature in ADI design, it appears that three conventions (figure
8 – left to right) are available and being used (Singer & Dekker, 2002 – Paper D):
• The commercial concept (roll index at the top – horizon fixed)
• General aviation (roll index at the top – aircraft fixed)
• The military concept (roll index at the bottom – horizon fixed)

Figure 8: The three methods of displaying roll index on an ADI

Accepting the Inside–Out convention as a given standard in most commercial aircraft, several
other questions arise when investigating the differences between military and commercial
attitude displays. The position of the roll index in military aircraft is predominantly the one
pointing down (earth pointer) while the commercial one is almost always pointing up (sky
pointer). General aviation aircraft have been using a third design of the ADI with the roll index at
the top but coupled to the aircraft symbol and showing bank angle Status rather than the Fly-to
guidance. In fact, all three display methods use the Status concepts when depicting the pitch
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related scales and index (the aircraft symbol is used as a pitch status in relation to the pitch
scale).

Could the convention of displaying the roll index be the reason for temporary loss of bank angle
perception when using commercial ADIs?

The issue is that the changes in display technology, the position of the roll index (sky-pointer or
ground-pointer) or the use of the pointer as a Fly-to index compared with a Status index are
rarely evaluated objectively. Simple experiments can point towards the more reliable display
method and show what bias previous training might have on the intuitive response in cases of
stress (Singer & Dekker, 2002 - Paper D).

5.2 What information does the pilot need?
Information overload in the cockpit of a commercial aircraft during malfunctions or emergencies
is a serious concern, which originates from several aircraft accidents (FAA, 1996; Billings,
1997).  In one accident case (SAS accident, Sweden, 1991), an MD80 lost thrust from both
engines shortly after takeoff. The crew was presented with an unusual amount of critical
information. Visual and aural warnings were given as well as alert messages on the overhead
annunciator panel, all at the same time (Mårtensson, 1995). The pilots were overloaded with
information, and in interviews performed several years later (Mårtensson & Singer 1998), many
pilots suggested that information in the warning system should be prioritized in a way that the
pilots could perceive it properly and act accordingly (Woods, 1995; Ulfvengren et al., 2001).

The crew alerting systems of the modern transport aircraft can handle almost any malfunction
that the pilot is expected to deal with. These features are tested, certified and taught to crews in
simulator training sessions. There are variations in the philosophy of display of the alerting
information between the manufacturers but many methods implemented in today’s aircraft show
satisfactory results and good human integration for the task defined (Pritchett, 2001). However,
in case of multiple faults in a high workload situation, the warning system of the modern cockpit
is not always easy to use and understand. The tendency is to overload the display with warnings,
cautions and inoperative system information accompanied by various aural warnings and cues.
The pilot becomes overloaded with information and cannot handle all at one time. The result is
that the pilot may disregard the information, return to basic flying, and rely on his own
perception of the situation, a strategy which turned out to be the correct one in the accident
mentioned above, but might have catastrophic effects in other emergencies. This issue is
addressed in detail in Paper A of this thesis and empirical results are presented and discussed.

The present regulations define only few individual warnings in detail (red and amber color use,
landing gear warning, etc) (CFR14, FAR 25.1322). Several design standards have been
developed, some giving the pilot all the information available (figure 9), some implementing a
certain level of prioritization and others providing high levels of automation followed by system
guidance. All of these methods have been approved but none was scrutinized by objective criteria
of fail or pass based on operator response.
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Figure 9: A typical display following a severe electrical failure
(Saab2000 - modified later)

Test pilots faced with these systems often revert to a subjective evaluation that tries to look at the
consistency, readability and lack of ambiguity of the displays. Despite many simulator sessions
for evaluating failures, these are done by a prepared crew and in a sterile environment.  The
minimum qualified pilot is usually not requested to participate in the certification of failure cases
of a new design.

5.3 Text message syntax
When reviewing several modern commercial cockpits it becomes clear that different means of
presenting text messages are used for information and warning. Each method usually has a
philosophy behind it, some based on pilot action required and some based on an index system.
Examples of three methods to display text of a hydraulic failure are given below. They are based
on aircraft types commonly in use:

• Side – system – function – status R HYD PRESS LO
• System – side – function – status HYD R PRESS LO
• System – function – status – side HYD PRESS LO L

ELEVATOR GEARING
RUDDERLIMIT INOP
BATTERY MODE ONLY
L ELEVATOR DEGRAD
R ELEVATOR DEGRAD
L HP VLV FAULT
R HP FAULT
EICAS COMPARE INOP
C HYD AC PUMP FAULT
ICE DET FAULT
L GEN FAULT

PAGE     1/4
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It is surprising to discover that very few experiments have been done in the design phase to
evaluate the ease of readability and perception of each display method (Wickens, 1992;
Wogalter, 1999). Cultural and language differences are seldom considered when determining text
interface and the assumption is that all users are fluent in the English language (FAA, 1998). In
many cases the design is driven by the actions the crew has to take (like selecting a certain
system page) but in others it is more of an administrative decision driven by the ease of applying
an alphabetical index system for documentation. A part-task experiment comparing these
methods of display will be described later in the thesis.

5.4 The assumptions regarding crew error
When addressing crew error, designers are very inconsistent in the way they value crew
monitoring and action. This can be observed in the use of crew procedure as an assumption for
safe operations (the reliance on checklist, airmanship, and crew coordination) or the reliability of
the crew to follow checklists without error. At present, there is a reluctance to give probability
numbers to crew errors since the numbers will be very dependent on external factors such as
stress, workload and flight phase. Crew action or error is usually used as a Yes or No (probability
1 or 0) for different design requirements. No reference is made to crew violations, that are
intentional deviation from learned skills or procedures. At present, good engineering practices
are used to determine which risks are too high and should be mitigated.

For clarity, several examples of conditions where crew error is assumed to be a significant safety
risk will be specified.

The following are errors that could lead to a catastrophic result (multiple deaths, usually with
loss of aircraft). The crew is assumed to make an error and therefore specific rules (FAA, 1998)
are set in FAR/JAR 25 that require design mitigation features such as a warning:
• Crew fails to extend landing gear prior to landing.
• Crew attempts to takeoff with a non- takeoff configuration.
• Crew attempts to shut down the wrong engine following an engine fire indication.
• Crew exceeds the approved operating speed of the aircraft.

On the other hand the crew is assumed to act correctly in the following. These cases are not
specifically addressed by the rules but have been found to be safety critical in incident and
accident data (HF-HWG, 2001):
• Erroneous aircraft weight entry into the FMS (defines the Vspeeds) may result in aircraft stall

at rotation.
• Crew attempts to takeoff with a wrong (but approved) takeoff configuration.
• Crew attempts to shut down the wrong engine following an engine failure indication.
• Crew fails to adjust the rudder pedals or seat to enable full yaw control and risks loss of

control if full control needed due to crosswind of engine failure.
• Crew neglects to disconnect the Auto Pilot (AP) at the minimum use height prior to landing

might result in an un-flared touchdown and structural damage.

These examples highlight the need to apply a more systematic approach to crew error, whether
for errors in normal conditions or error following a system failure. The only valid approach
seems to be the future integration of the crew error probabilities (not necessarily as detailed
numbers) into the basic system safety assessment. This evaluation will determine whether the
effect of each combination requires a Fool Proof design or whether a warning will be sufficient.
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Design solutions can be an indication of the correct lever (fire-handle), a warning when a wrong
setting is attempted (flap selection at an excessive speed) or an inhibition (gear retraction on the
ground). Each solution has its technical drawbacks in the form of reliability, nuisance warnings
and cost. A probabilistic approach to crew error will allow a systematic approach that will be
followed by all and apply the correct levels of defense for each condition depending on the
predicted effects.

5.5 Integration of FMS
In commercial flight, on most modern aircraft today, navigation and flight path are being
controlled by a system generally called the Flight Management System (FMS). The interface with
the crew in the cockpit is achieved by an active display called the Control Display Unit (CDU)
and is the input/output channel.  In addition, the system displays its planned/executed route on a
Navigation Display (ND) and flight path guidance by means of a Flight Director (FD) on the
Primary Flight Displays (PFD).

The technical requirements and methods for testing system performance, accuracy and fault
analysis are well established and are defined in the certification material (AC 25-15) for such
systems and aircraft (FAA, 1998).  The methods for technical validation of such systems have
been used successfully in many types of aircraft avionics and have shown a very high level of
reliability. However, validation of the way the system interfaces with the crew, displays
information or reacts to crew inputs is not well defined and each manufacturer or vendor is free
to adapt its own philosophy and methods of showing compliance (Singer, 1999). This issue is
addressed in detail in Paper B of this thesis and the specific design features are presented and
discussed.

In the late nineties, new Air Traffic Control (ATC) regulations were published that mandate the
installation of FMS into all aircraft that use medium and upper airspace in Europe (part of JAR
OPS 1).  This produced growing demand for cheap off-the-shelf systems for integration into older
aircraft of all sizes. Many of the transport category aircraft flying today have not been designed
with an FMS as part of the cockpit. Many aircraft are still featuring the so-called classic-cockpit
and are lacking the modern avionics bus communication technique used on the integrated
cockpits. When such designs are evaluated, it is for the correct function of the system during
normal operation but not for possible error modes and crew mismanagement.

In order to explain the problem in more detail, examples from present modern FMS designs are
described and deficiencies highlighted.  The risk involved in these features will be shown and
possible effects of making an error will be discussed.

The CDU is the main interactive interface between the crew and the FMS for programming and
checking performance. The standard interface includes a screen, line select keys, alphanumeric
keys, specific function keys and warning lights. This design is typical to all manufacturers, but
unlike the typewriter (or PC), there is no standard position for the letter keys.  In addition, several
function keys have a different use in each design (figure 10). The Navigation (NAV) key for
example; on one design is used for navigating while on another design it is used for planning
only. The Flight Plan (FPLN) keys; on one design are used for planning while on the other they
are used for navigating.  These features increase the risk of negative transfer when transitioning
between systems.
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Figure 10: Two examples of the use of function keys on FMS CDUs

The CDU has a limited display area and in order to integrate all the functions required for
navigation and performance, several menu layers are needed. The limited display area, when
interfacing with large size navigation and performance data required for today’s airspace,
emphasizes the Keyhole Effect (Sarter & Woods, 1997). This effect is the property of having a
small view port relative to the large size data it is used to interface with. Since layers are
unavoidable, the design aim should be to minimize the number of layers and more importantly, to
keep the operator oriented at all times as to his position and his possible hidden options.  The fact
that the positioning of these functions is not logical to the operator means that the pilot needs to
search by means of trial and error through up to 10-15 menus until finding the right function.
Since no cues are available for this search the pilot has to rely on memory or perform the time
consuming search.  This is a characteristic that increases workload and frustration and should not
be a feature in a modern interactive display.

For flight critical actions, like changing flight plan or selecting a direct route to a new waypoint,
some designs allow the pilot to review the navigational change and then accept or cancel it
before the change is implemented.  Other designs are much less tolerant and once a change is
initially prompted it is immediately implemented. Direct-to and delete functions are the normal
methods for the pilot to modify a flight plan in flight. These modifications affect the aircraft
flight path when implemented and therefore must include cues for crew verification. Since slips
and errors are quite common in the cockpit environment due to turbulence, parallax errors or
procedural errors, it is essential to have a review function for critical changes.  The system in this
case must be fault tolerant and include clear review functions.

The CDU, being an alphanumeric display, is not the most optimal display for building pilot
situation awareness of aircraft position, trend and navigational forecast. When making a
navigation track change some designs depicts both the active track and suggested change for the

”Standardization”
Function Keys

• Model A
– NAV used for Navigation
– FPL for Planning

• Model B
– NAV used for Planning
– FPL for Navigation

NAV

FPL
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pilot to review prior to activation.  This display on the ND gives the pilot a graphical depiction of
the CDU change in form of a temporary route change overlaying the active route.  This feature
allows all crewmembers to review the change before activation and has been found to increase
system fault tolerance. Other designs display the change in aircraft track only after it has been
activated and executed. Such changes to active flight path without crew confirmation have been
known to cause confusion and reduce safety margins if error made in congested airspace, as
might have been the case in a Saab340 accident (FOCA, 2001).

Any user of PC software expects an Undo function in order to recall incorrect inputs, whether
they are due to errors or slips.  This function is not a standard feature in CDU software and each
design has its own criteria for providing an Undo feature.  This feature is lacking even in the
flight critical parameters such as Direct-to and Delete of some FMS models.

In order to retrofit existing aircraft, interfaces between Electronic Flight Instruments (EFIS) and
FMS of different vendors are becoming more common.  This may highlight differences in
communication standards with the effect that the different displays show different colors for the
same waypoint (not fully regulated by Advisory Circular AC 25-11) (FAA, 1987). Combining
this with aircraft manufacturers who have different color standards, and the resulting display
might be confusing and misleading.  The lack of industry standards for color-coding makes the
task of integrating avionics difficult and usually with unexpected results.
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6 Research methods of the thesis
This thesis uses several simulation tools of different levels of fidelity and dynamics in order to
achieve the goals set at several phases of the validation process. The methods are presented in
order of tool complexity and include only the methods that produced new empirical results. The
first method is a simple presentation using standard projection methods while the last includes a
workstation based simulation combined with a high fidelity flight simulator.

6.1 Static presentation as a tool for convincing management
This method was used effectively at the early and intermediate phases of defining the detailed
features of new cockpit displays, when long discussions were held in multidisciplinary meetings.
A simple example of a design dilemma encountered in a recent project (Do728) was the type of
text format to be used on the displays. The method of displaying text has traditionally used
capital letters only. This might have been used due to software limitations in early days. Several
research results show that a mixed font is easier to read, especially for longer text messages
(Wickens, 1992; Wogalter et al., 1999).

In order to convince the management of a new aircraft project to implement these
recommendations and go against the common display standard of all other aircraft, a quick
simulation was used for demonstration purposes. The two methods of display were projected for
a short duration to a group of a dozen design and management decision makers by using simple
PC software (figure 11). The ability to recall and understand the text was tested simply by asking
the meeting participants, including managers, to write down from memory what they could recall
from a typical display of a set of messages projected.  The results from the two display methods
was then compared by checking the number of correct messages recalled.

L E levator FAIL
Rudder Limiter INOP

APU Generator FAIL
L Eng Sensor A FAIL
AFT Cargo Fire Det FAIL
Ess Bus 1 Volt LO
Fuel Balance Pump ON
L Hyd Stby Pump FAULT

L ELEVATOR FAIL
RUDDER LIMITER INOP

APU GENERATOR FAIL
L ENG SENSOR A FAIL
AFT CARGO FIRE DET FAIL
ESS BUS 1 VOLT LO
FUEL BALANCE PUMP ON
L HYD STBY PUMP  FAULT

Figure 11: Two methods to display text (upper and mixed case)
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6.2 PC slide-show for comparing display features
The PC based simulation tool allows each engineer to test system display assumptions on pilots
prior to committing to the design. Such a tool is readily available on each desk and easy to
program. The intention is to use it as a comparative tool between several ideas at the initial
phases of design (Orlady et al., 1988). During the development phase of a new aircraft display
system (Do728), several methods of constructing messages were suggested. It was observed that
all were used in existing aircraft and no data was available to show advantages of one over the
others.

Based on a part-task simulation methodology, a simple tool was constructed aimed at exposing
pilots to the three display methods and attaining objective performance results. This method was
used to compare warning messages with different syntax to determine the best method from a
perception point of view. The experiments were run using randomly chosen training pilots
visiting the training center without the need for any formal or preplanned commitments. The
simplicity of the experiment, the simple briefing and autonomy of the sequencing allowed
performing the tests with minimum interference from the test conductor.

The simulation used a PC based slide show program to run an automatic test without the need for
external interference and was run by the subject inputs. The slide show projected many snapshots
of warning message combinations followed by multiple question slides (figure 12). The answers
were registered manually and compared with the correct ones at the end of the simulation run.
The experiment had the advantage of being installed on a laptop and allowed the simulation to
easily be taken to flight training schools where pilots with a wide range of experience were asked
to participate. The data was analyzed as raw data only without the use of the formal statistical
treatment.

11 subjects (10 pilots) were tested in this mini-experiment using the actual end users of aircraft
today without any apparent bias as to type, age or experience. Pilot experience varied from 250
hours to 14000 hours on many types of aircraft and operations. Each subject was exposed to 15
cases consisting of five failure messages presented in three ways each. Five different failures
were displayed using 3 sentence-building rules (Figure 12). The order of display was a random
mix.
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ELEC GEN OFF APU ELEC GEN APU OFF APU ELEC GEN FAIL

6

• What did the message say?

• Electrical main generator is faulty

• APU generator is off

• APU generator is faulty

• Left generator is off

INDEX SYSTEM SPEECH

Figure 12: Three methods of structuring text messages – using a slide show program

6.3 PC static simulation for measuring pilot response
The next level of simulation used was also based on a PC but having a more automated recording
feature and combining more flexibility to change the layout and order of the test points. In
addition, the participant replied by making inputs on the keyboard (or joystick). Even here the
test was run without any interference from the test conductor. In this experiment the data was
collected automatically, and treated also using statistical methods.

Paper D (Singer & Dekker, 2002 – Paper D) describes in detail the empirical research performed
to determine the effects of the roll index of the ADI on pilot recovery errors from a banked flight
condition. The PC part-task simulation method was found optimal for understanding of the
contribution of the sky pointer in roll reversal errors, since the evaluated conditions were static
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and well defined. The experiments were conducted so that the position of the roll index was
varied according to the three different conventions, while keeping the inside-out configuration.
The bank angle was varied randomly along the normal operational range across trials, but in
order to be sure about the source of performance variance, pitch angles were kept unchanged (at
0°). 13 pilots participated in the test, all flew commercially and had backgrounds in either
military or general aviation. The purpose of this selection was to guarantee some familiarity with
all ADI formats, while drawing from the population currently most exposed to the commercial
ADI.

Using a PC set-up, the three ADI conventions were presented one after the other, in a
representation resembling the newer Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) ADIs, with 10 trials for each
set-up. Each pilot thus conducted 30 trials, with the typical experiment lasting about 20 minutes.
The order of format presentation was randomized across the pilot sample in order to offset any
learning effects. In each trial set, bank angles were varied randomly across an operational range
of up to 50° in both directions. ADIs with a static bank angle were presented for 1 second, after
which the pilot had 10 seconds to recover from the bank angle using a computer joy stick or
keyboard. The time of presentation (1 second) and static bank angle were used to mimic the
kinds of situations that were the interest of this study (FOCA, 2001). The experiment relied on
automatic test sequences and recordings, with no experimenter intrusions. The direction of the
initial recovery was recorded, as well as Reaction Time (RT), that is, the time to start the initial
recovery. Following the recovery attempt, the pilot was asked to indicate the perceived bank
angle within a range of 10°. This secondary task was given in order to ensure that pilots were
using the ADI for precision bank angle determination, focusing them on the roll index.
Directions of recovery, RT and pilots’ estimates of bank angle were all recorded automatically
for later analysis. At the end of each test the subject was asked to his preferred ADI prior to
disclosure of the results.

6.4 Part-task simulation for evaluating pilot performance in high workload
scenarios

One of the first human performance issues investigated by the author was the actual perception
performance of pilots when encountering multiple failure situations. This research was triggered
by the SAS MD80 accident in Gottröra 1991 (Mårtensson 1995).  In the empirical evaluation of
pilot performance during multiple failures (Singer & Dekker, 2000 - Paper A), four existing
methods of displaying warning information in text form were evaluated.

The following methods of display were defined:

• Show All - Inspired by the Boeing 777 method of showing all the fault messages with very
little prioritization or processing of the relationships between the faults. The only inhibition is
of clear direct subsystem failures messages. Severity is predetermined for each individual
message and the level is set by color. The messages are displayed in a chronological order,
which may result in the primary fault appearing at the bottom of the list.

• Sort & Show - Inspired by the SAAB 2000 method of inhibiting all the messages that do not
require pilot action when a high level warning is presented. Severity even here is
predetermined by colors and messages are displayed chronologically. System logic sorts the
messages of the same color and presents the primary fault (when known) at the top of the list.
If a failure results in automatic system reconfiguration, this is usually shown. This method
results in shorter lists and usually a primary fault at the top.
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• Sort & Guide - Inspired by the A320 method of a fully defined logic for message
prioritization. In addition, only one failure is shown at a time with the immediate action items
required of the pilot. Subsystem information is displayed on demand on a lower level display.
This results in clear information to the pilot of the primary fault and guidance for recovery.

• Do & Show - Inspired by the MD11 method where the system has a high degree of autonomy
and can react to failures without pilot action. The only exceptions are non-reversible actions
(like engine shutdown). For the majority of the failures the system informs the pilot of system
reconfiguration and present status. In addition the system recognizes a combination of
failures and gives a common name to the higher level of fault (Dual Engine).

Paper A describes the methods used in order to evaluate dynamic display features in a high
workload situation. In this case a higher level of simulation fidelity was required since a realistic
secondary task was essential. The part-task simulator was constructed from a Virtual
Applications Prototyping System (VAPS) simulation tool based on a Silicon Graphics work
station, with a PC-based flight simulator that featured realistic engine and flight controls. The
flight simulator was not coupled to the warning display simulator and therefore produced no
feedback in terms of thrust or flight control anomalies. However, no recovery action was
required of pilots – the emphasis in this study was on their understanding and identification of
failures. Pilots had dual displays: One warning display typical in layout and character of those
found in glass cockpits and one Head-up Guidance System (HGS) through which the runway was
visible.

A part task simulation experiment was set up to assess the human performance benefits
associated with four different aircraft warning systems. 128 approaches on which complex,
multiple failures occurred were flown by eight professional pilots in a part-task flight simulator.
The approach phase was chosen because it is known for its higher workload and multiple
interleaving tasks.

For the actual approaches, pilots were asked to identify the primary faults in the failure scenario
they were confronted with as quickly as they could. As soon as they were confident they had
identified the primary fault that was to be addressed, they were to indicate this by pressing a
button. Response time was kept track of. Whether their assessments were correct was then
checked by presenting pilots with a multiple-choice question on the warning system display. This
question laid out four alternative primary faults.

The flight simulator used in this study was chosen for its capability to monitor pilot performance
on all the relevant parameters of the task. Monitored parameters were airspeed, sink rate,
predicted touch-down point and lateral and vertical deviations from the nominal Instrument
Landing System (ILS) path. This simulator dynamically measured pilot performance during the
complete approach phase, narrowing the allowable window of deviations as the aircraft got
closer to the runway. If the subject pilot exceeded the safe level of any of the parameters, a
message (APPROACH WARN) would be displayed and if no corrective action was initiated after
one second, the approach would be considered as failed. Performance data from failed
approaches were also taken into the analysis of results.
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7 Results
The results presented in this chapter include empirical ones attained through formal experiments
described in the appended papers, the limited experiments described in the Research methods
chapter and process results from other relevant work by the author.

7.1 Capitals or Mixed font – Recall ability
The ability to recall and understand the text messages was compared by projecting a typical
combination of warning messages for a short duration using each method at a time.  The data
collected by comparing the level of correct recall showed a clear trend. The mixed font (figure
13) showed a much higher level of correct recall compared with the capitals only messages. The
recall results were checked for the intent of the messages and not the precise wording. Each of
the participating decision makers attending the meeting was able to see the immediate personal
and group recall performance and this resulted in the management acceptance of the feature
already at the software definition stages. No further data collection or formal statistical analysis
was performed.

 

L Elevator FAIL
Rudder Limiter INOP
APU Generator FAIL
L Eng Sensor A FAIL
AFT Cargo FireDet FAIL
Ess Bus 1 Volt LO
Fuel Balance Pump ON
L Hyd Stby Pump FAULT

Figure 13: Mixed font showed superior content recall

7.2 Error rates when reading text
Three methods of message syntax were designed into typical warning messages representing five
different failure cases normally encountered. The data collected from 11 subjects, each exposed
to 15 cases was analyzed for errors using electronic multiple choice questions.
The following results were attained after 165 runs:
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      Display method:                                                                      Error rate:                                
• Speech oriented (Do728/S2000 inspired) 4% errors (2 of 55 runs)
• System oriented (A320 inspired) 8% errors (4 of 55 runs)
• Index oriented (B777 inspired) 17% errors (9 of 55 runs)

These results show a clear decrease in error rates when using the speech-oriented method (Do-
728, S-2000) of writing a warning message. The message grammar is based on normal spoken
English grammar rather than a system or maintenance oriented syntax. The results are based on a
limited number of subjects and do not take into account the total design philosophy of each
aircraft type. Nevertheless, based on equal conditions and using a limited simulation, the results
do show a significant difference in pilot error rates.

When comparing several methods of text syntax to display warning messages, the results showed
that the solution using a natural speech word hierarchy (write as you speak), produced the least
errors in recall. In this case the goal was to determine the best of three more or less equivalent
technical solutions and to aid management in accepting a Human Factors subjective
recommendation by using empirical results. Based on this experiment the guidelines for a new
aircraft cockpit display philosophy was modified and implemented (Fairchild Dornier, 2001)

7.3 Recovery errors from a banked flight condition
In the case of the ADI and its effect on the recovery from a banked condition, the tool used was a
part-task simulator in the form of a laptop PC (Singer & Dekker, 2002 – Paper D). Figure 14
shows the simple part-task simulation results; the average roll-reversal error rates and standard
error of the mean (T bars) for all three ADIs. Due to one subject making a non-typical large
number of errors on one type of ADI, the data set was truncated and the results reevaluated.
When truncating the data set by removing both the highest and lowest scores from each ADI, the
relative results were unchanged. While recovery on the military and general aviation ADI was
roughly similar, immediately obvious was the inferior performance on the commercial ADI. Roll
reversal errors on the commercial ADI were almost five times more frequent than on the other
two ADIs (figure 14). Since there were no significant differences in response times across the
three different ADI presentations, pilots do not appear to engage in a speed-accuracy trade-off.
Although in this case the conventional design is too well established for change, this result
highlights the need for recovery aids to assist the pilot in identifying the correct bank angle.
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Figure 14: Roll recovery error rates when using three types of ADI

The experimental set-up in the study of course lacked the kinds of natural cues that may be
present in real roll reversal. Yet in instrument flying (whether military, commercial or general
aviation) visual cues from the instruments are deemed the most reliable, and pilots are
consistently taught to distrust other sources. In fact, it is the ADI, including the sky pointer, that
is the primary instrument for attitude control and recovery. The presence of natural cues can
often aggravate spatial disorientation, rather than alleviating it, and probably did not aid in
preventing several loss-of-control accidents (HF-HWG, 2001; CAA, 1998; FOCA, 2001).
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7.4 Pilot performance during multiple system failures
A highly dynamic part-task simulation experiment generated empirical results on pilot
performance when using different warning systems. In existing warning systems available from
commercial aircraft manufacturers, four levels of fault management support can be distinguished
(Singer & Dekker, 2002 – Paper A). These characterizations are not one-to-one relationships to
what the manufacturers offer, but rather inspired by how these systems work.

Figure 15 shows the mean response times and error rates on the four different warning systems
evaluated in this study. Using Sort & Guide, pilots were quickest to acknowledge that they had
understood the failure scenario and recognized the primary fault, and indeed made no erroneous
assessments of the failure scenario. Following closely in mean response time, Do & Show also
produced a zero error rate. Show All led to the longest response times and highest error rate.

Figure 15: RT and error-rates identifying primary cause using four display philosophies

The results attained from the multiple system failure perception show a clear error rate increase
for the non-prioritizing systems (Show All) compared with the systems using high levels of
prioritization and guidance (Do & Show, Sort & guide).

In the evaluation of pilot performance during multiple failures (Singer & Dekker, 2000 - Paper
A), statistically significant results showed improved pilot performance with the system giving
more prioritization and guidance. This may explain the tendency of several display philosophies
(ones that provide the crew with all the data and allow the crew to analyze) to cause mental
overload and inability to cope with the information as derived from accident data (Mårtensson,
1995). Despite the risk of providing the pilot with highly filtered and processed data, it seems
that the limited capability of the pilot to process all the information favors the smarter
presentation philosophies.
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Overall results are consistent with expectations of how various warning systems would aid
humans in their dynamic fault management. Human performance gains become visible as soon as
the warning system itself manages various failures in some way before presenting them. There is
an increment in these performance gains, based on the nature and depth to which the warning
system supports the failure management task. Modest performance benefits are associated with a
system that sorts the failures and shows them selectively, but some errors in identifying the
primary fault still occur. Performance benefits really accrue with a system that sorts through the
failures, shows them selectively and guides the pilot in what to do next. In this study, pilots were
quickest to identify the primary fault in the failure scenario with such a system, and made no
errors in assessing what it was. Similarly, a warning system that itself contains or counteracts
many of the failures and shows mainly what is left to the pilot, scores low response times and
zero error rates in identifying the primary fault.

7.5 Measuring end-to-end performance and workload
In the certification process of the HUD as the means of pilot-in-the-loop approach aid (Singer &
Dekker, 2001 - Paper B) a detailed description of using a full flight simulator for certification
was shown. The total performance of the aircraft, including pilot precision, errors and variation
were all measured and analyzed statistically in all predicted environmental and operational
conditions. The participants were the typical end-users with minimal training on the new HUD
system and the testing was done in high workload and fatigue conditions. Since this specific
certification of the SAAB 2000 HUD in 1995 (Singer, 1999), many other HUD systems have
been approved in a similar way with impressive airline safety record (FSF, 1997; HF-HWG,
2001). When evaluating the future certification of integrated systems like the FMS, the method
used in the HUD certifications is proposed as an effective tool for validating other complex
systems with pilot performance issues. Navigation systems can be measured as to their ability to
follow the intended path, including system performance and crew interface. It is important to
keep in mind that when measuring performance parameters not to be tempted to just measure the
easy ones.

7.6 The DIVA project
The author of this thesis participated as a test pilot and designer in a recent project that addressed
several of the deficiencies and solutions found in Human Factors research and attempted to find
practical solutions based on a structured methodology (Singer, 2001 – Paper C). This project can
be used as a good example of a new structure for a Human Centered and Performance Based
approach to cockpit design. The DIVA (Design of Human/Machine and their validation in
Aeronautics) project (Nibbelke, et al., 2000) used the experience of the aviation industry and
research institutes and addressed the issues of Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT) displays and
system failure presentation (including early predictions).

The project utilized a step-by-step approach making use of accepted management and cognitive
tools. The method consisted of three phases:
• The first phase was gathering the user requirements with the help of a management tool

called Quality Function Deployment  (QFD). This tool was developed to fit the cockpit
environment, and included a large matrix that converted customer requirements into lower level
engineering requirements. The tool also allowed for subjective ratings of importance and relative
importance of the parameters (Nibbelke et al., 1998).
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• The second phase included the review of relevant accident data in order to construct realistic
scenarios in which the new design feature could be validated. The scenarios were determined
based on expert inputs including test pilots. The scenarios were built around simulation tools
that allowed exposure of a non-expert crew to time and flight phase limited scenarios. Objective
measuring equipment, such as eye tracking devices and data recording equipment, were
combined with subjective evaluations. Uninvolved experts including test pilots and test
engineers performed a structured design review. This was in order to get a second opinion of the
experiment layout and correlation with the initial customer requirements. The review also
considered whether known human factor guidelines were implemented in the design.

• The last phase was the actual evaluation performed by airline pilots of varying experience and
recording objective and subjective data. The simulations were performed with and without the
new design features or with different levels of automation of the features. This data was then
compared with the initial management tool and correlation was evaluated.

The DIVA project implemented the new approach of systematically using customer requirement
criteria, accident data, to base modern technical solutions. The design was determined by experts
such as test pilots and validated in simulators using line pilots.

Despite the improved approach used by this project, the time scale and simulation complexity
encountered requires a simplification of the process in order to become usable for the process of
design and validation of a real aircraft project.  In addition, the method has not been shown to be
superior to the classic method of good engineering practice since no parallel conventional
approach was tested for comparison.

7.7 New Human Factors rules and guidance material
In order to ensure common compliance documentation for all applicants and minimize the
competitive issues, detailed certification rules and guidance material must be provided by the
relevant regulatory agencies. The requirements for detail do not indicate a need for prescriptive
paragraphs. The requirements should be based on freedom of innovation but set strict
requirement to provide compliance with predefined performance levels. Several means of
compliance should be provided including analysis, simulation or experiments with appropriate
fail/pass criteria. Such material should include guidance on error risk quantification, objective
performance criteria, the use of simulation and the participating evaluators. In addition, guidance
on what credit can be expected for actual service experience without further testing must also be
specified.

One effective method of improving future designs is undoubtedly the improvement of the design
certification requirements and associated advisory material. For the Transport Category aircraft
this is mainly regulated by the FAR/JAR 25 (FAA, 1998) and several Advisory Circulars
(AC/ACJ).  As explained in the introduction, the Human Factors contribution to incidents and
accidents has become a major concern in recent year. In order to address the Human Factors
issues in the cockpit design phase, the Human Factors Harmonization Working Group (HF-
HWG) was formed. The HF HWG was created in August 1999 per the tasking published in the
Federal Register, July 22, 1999 (FAA, 1999). The members chosen to build the team were
chosen for their expertise in the fields of design, certification, research or operation of modern
large aircraft. The author of this thesis was selected for the team as an industry representative
contributing with experience as a test pilot involved in design evaluation and certification. The
tasking that was accepted by the group can be summarized as follows:
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• Review the relevant existing FAA/JAA 25 rules and regulatory material applicable to flight
deck design, to determine their adequacy to consistently address design-related flight crew
performance vulnerabilities and the prevention and management of flight crew errors.

• Based on this review, recommend the updating of existing rules and advisory material or
development of new rules, new advisory materials and the associated implementation plan.

• As work progresses, identify implications for qualifications and operations to be
communicated to and addressed by other appropriate groups.

The following can describe the methods used by the working group to achieve the tasks (HF-
HWG, 2001):

• The first approach consisted of a direct review of the regulatory material by using a carefully
constructed list of Human Factors topics to examine each component of the rules and
associated advisory documents to determine if the topics were consistently addressed or not,
and why.

• The second approach was experience based. It started from a collection of data describing
either human performance problems (e.g., accidents or incident reports, experience of airline
pilots or test pilots) or actual instances in which certification experts could not find regulatory
material with which to address an obvious Human Factors design issue. This approach
enabled the group to find data driven evidence of deficiencies in the present regulations.

Starting from an integrated list of the deficiencies identified by both approaches, the group
used predefined criteria to derive recommendations for developing or updating relevant
FAR/JAR 25 rules and advisory material. These criteria will evaluate the safety benefit as
well as the expected acceptance and efficiency of these recommendations and will indicate
priority of implementation. If needed, the group will also issue recommendations for
additional work that should be carried out on non-FAR/JAR 25 rules (operations, licensing,
maintenance, etc.).

The review process performed 1999-2001 (HF-HWG, 2001) showed clearly the weakness of the
structure and philosophy of the present regulation framework. The regulations are based on old
design solutions, are either very generic or difficult to show objective compliance with or specify
outdated solutions. The index system is system based and does not fit the modern integrated
cockpit where many systems are cross woven in function, logic and failure modes. The role of
crew resource management has not been addressed in the design and the usability issues are
mentioned only in general. The main dilemma of the working group is how to turn the rules and
regulations into a flexible but consistent tool that will also address future designs and fit with the
operational rules that address the cockpit and crew.

The method used to define the best criteria was based on the review of the literature and expertise
of the group members. The evaluation criteria are based on the expected safety improvement
which will result from the modifications introduced by the HF-HWG, as well as the feasibility of
the recommendations, based on technical issues, cost-effectiveness, and the expected level of
acceptance by both the regulatory authorities and industry.   The prioritization of the
recommendations was based on a weighed voting methodology used on previous programs
addressing safety initiatives by regulation.  This process, which was modified as needed to fit the
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HF- HWG task, used expert judgment to evaluate recommendations against a set of rating scales,
which were then combined partly through the use of a mathematical algorithm.

The final report of the group will consist of recommendations for changes in the design
regulations and advisory material that will enable to set better criteria for the approval of the
human machine interface in commercial aircraft cockpits (final report expected - June 2002).
Since not all deficiencies have the same weight regarding potential causation of accidents, the
emphasis will be set on such issues that the group has defined as most critical and where a
change will have the largest effect.
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8 New process methodology
So far this thesis has addressed several critical weaknesses in the present methods of cockpit
design validation. The methods used by industry today have been explained and deficient design
examples shown. The new methods used in this thesis were introduced, the different phases
explained and examples of how they should be used, shown. Relating to relevant examples that
have been implemented into existing aircraft design will prove the advantages of the new
validation methods.

The Results chapter addressed in detail the empirical results and process description specific to
this thesis as used in the appended papers or as referred to in the text. This chapter will cover the
new process, the integration of the proposed methods and a more detailed insight into the topic of
design related crew errors.

As a reaction to the list of shortcomings in the present process of validating cockpit design, this
thesis proposes a new approach for improving the process introducing several quantitative
methods and tools. The approach is a modular one built of several incremental, but cost effective
tests, which can overcome some of the limitations of the present validation process. The new
process includes a systematic approach to defining objective criteria, efficient evaluation tools
and the participation of the end user population.

This new approach to the way in which a cockpit interface can be evaluated, validated and
certified will be shown using empirical results from different areas of cockpit design. For each
part of the proposed process a scientific paper or case study will be used as the basis of
discussion and proof of its usability. By showing the effect of each case study in relative terms,
the total process will be discussed as to its added value to the goal of improving safety in today’s
aviation industry. The new approach differs from the present one by utilizing a more quantitative
process, using objective criteria and wider evaluation loops.

8.1 The new validation process - an overview
A schematic description of the new approach is illustrated to give an overview of a typical design
evaluation process of a new aircraft. In figure 16, the initial process (figure 4) is modified with
the new method features that are shown in dark shading. The new boxes are tools and criteria
introduced. The new arrows show wider evaluation loops that will enable earlier changes to be
made in a more cost effective way. The end user is to be introduced into the integration testing
(e) to achieve an early feedback on operational aspects. Part-task simulation (f) is to be used
systematically to define feedback design solutions based on objective results. The test pilot role
will be changed (g) from being the sole participants of evaluations to being the experts in helping
define the tasks and analyze of the results. Finally, whenever possible, simulation in near
operational environment (h) should be introduced to the fully integrated system using line pilots
in operational scenarios.
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Figure 16: New proposed design validation loops and tools (e, f, g & h)

The goal of these methods is to be able to identify design problems earlier in the design phase,
thus minimizing the need for corrective measures such as training, procedures and operational
limitations. Needless to say that minimizing the error risks of critical functions in highly
automated systems will drive us closer to our overall flight safety targets.

The new process methodology includes the following key components:
• Developing new Human Factors rules and guidance material with means of compliance,
• Introducing objective human performance criteria (effects of error),
• Planning for consistent use of simulation tools,
• Modification of the test pilot’s role in the process of cockpit design validation – using line

pilots for evaluations.

Together, these new process components will provide a structured and more effective approach
that can provide a validation process with a higher level of predictability.
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8.2 Using part-task simulation tools for early, fact based, design decisions
In order to reduce design risk and the need for late Band-Aid fixes, the review loops should be
widened and include the end user as early as possible. One method of achieving a more effective
process is by using part-task simulation tools to test several design options for a specific task.
This will be possible already at the early stages of design of the subsystems. This will also allow
the designer to validate the relevant philosophy assumptions. The task of the test pilots in this
phase will be to assist in defining design features and experiment layout, brief the end user pilots
and help evaluate the results.

The effective use of simple, easy to use, dynamic rapid prototyping tools for these evaluations
will reduce cost by addressing deficiencies earlier in the design process. Using the end user pilot
will ensure validation of the design assumptions at the subsystem level and reduce risks for the
later stages of design. These tools will be effective for assessing error modes and probable crew
mistakes interpreting system feedback or operating the system controls. The initial Error Hazard
Analysis (EHA), explained later, can then be substantiated systematically at the subsystem level
by introducing all possible (likely) errors to the simulated system and thus verify that the effect is
as predicted by the initial safety assessment. Part-task simulations at a very crude level (PC slide
shows) could be used as a tool for achieving internal team agreement and aid selection between
several display options.

8.3 Full simulation for validating crew performance and workload
 When the design phase is complete and all the assumptions on its usability and error resistance
must be validated, the full simulation in near operational environment should be used. The tool
would usually be an engineering simulator with full functionality of all cockpit systems and a
good environmental model. Specific scenarios should be run with minimum trained line crews
while confronting them with normal and abnormal situations. The end result and performance are
evaluated and compared with the minimum requirements set in advance (safe landing,
navigation, flight path maintenance, communication levels, etc.)
 
 This method of validation combines compliance with airworthiness and operational requirements
and was used on the SAAB 2000 Head Up Display (HUD) certification program (Singer, 1999;
Singer & Dekker, 2000 - Paper B).  It is proposed here as a method for testing and validating
other integrated systems such as the FMS by using similar criteria measurements. This method
ensures that the typical operator, and not only the test pilot population, is represented. The point
is not only to indicate how the behavior of human-machine systems should be measured, but also
what is measured (Stager, 1993).   It enables the evaluator to collect objective performance and
error rate data and evaluate corrective procedures or design issues in order to rectify unacceptable
results.
 
In the certification process of the HUD as the means of pilot-in-the-loop approach aid (Singer &
Dekker, 2001 - Paper B) a detailed description of using a full flight simulator for certification
was shown. The total performance of the aircraft, including pilot precision, errors and variation
were all measured and analyzed statistically in all predicted environmental and operational
conditions. This method was used to certify the HUD on several aircraft and later on matured
into the regulatory circular AC 120-28D (FAA, 1997). The participants in this certification
process were the typical end-users with minimal training and the testing was done in high
workload and fatigue conditions.
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In order to use the simulation to the full extent and retrieve subjective and objective data to
determine crew workload, a special comment card was found to be essential. Such a tool was
developed by test pilots and engineers at Fairchild Dornier (figure 17) and used in development
tests of novel features such as an active Electronic Checklist (ECL) incorporated into the cockpit
controls and interface. The assumption was that the user is not familiar with workload definition,
rating criteria or the certification details.  The form allows the line pilot evaluator to give
workload ratings based on simple statements and yet allow the engineer to correlate the answers
with existing design requirements. In addition, the form makes the pass/fail criteria visible to all.
It was formulated as an effort to give a simple tool that addressed all of the new Human Factors
requirements set by the JAA (JAA, 2001) and yet limits the effort and time required for the
evaluation.

This method of evaluating end-to-end performance of minimum trained crews is presently being
implemented on a new aircraft project (Do728). Following interim guidance material, the novel
features are evaluated as to their workload and error rate contribution in the context of the
operational cockpit use.
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Figure 17: A partial simplified workload assessment tool for line pilot participation

ECL operation + Hyd 1 Fail
Airplane (Sim)Test
Configuration:Mission CREW Airspeed Altitude FD Mode LG/Hilift MEL item Aircraft

B LH/SIG VNAV 1000-2000ft LNAV /
VNAV

UP/UP none TAC 73

Environmental
Conditions:Temperature Ice Cross Wind Turbulence Visibility TRAFFIC

ISA No 10 kts LIGHT IMC High density

The
Tasks:• perform take-off roll according to AFM and follow SID to MUC

• A failure will be introduced after takeoff – Address it using ECL safe altitude
• Maintain full navigation compliance, communication and standard aviate
• Land at nearest airport – within 20 min (if possible)

Rating
scaleWorkload Rating Demands on the pilot to achieve the task

SAT Easy to use:
• ample spare capacity,
• predictable,
• clear consistent feedback

ADQ Difficult to use:
• little spare capacity,
• limited trial and error needed
• confusing feedback,

EXC Usability in question:
• no spare capacity,
• tasks not fully achieved,
• feedback misleading,

Pilot Task Assessment (use: SAT, ADQ or
EXC): The sub-Task Rating

identification, verification, decision-making SAT

Checklist selection and flow until complete ADQ

Reversion to secondary tasks using CCD or MCDU (aviate, communicate, navigate) SAT

Returning to task if interrupted ADQ

Compliance with deferred items and limitations SAT

Aiding decision making (limitations, urgency, economy)

Keeping the flying pilot in the informed ADQ

Total
Ratings:Task completed? Highest Workload Allowed workload Errors encountered Video recorded

YES ADQ ADQ REV / Non-REV

Objective measurements (if
applicable):Task completed? Time to complete Allowed time Aviate

exceedance
Navigate exceedance

YES 3 min 20 min Stall warning Missed ILS arming

Remarks
(YES/NO):Is color coding and icons consistent YES

Was the new feature consistent with the rest of the cockpit controls YES
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8.4 Quantifying human error risk
When evaluating pure system failures, the certification process is based on a probability analysis
that looks into the relation between the effect of a failure and the probability of its occurrence
(figure 18).  This process is driven for single and multiple failures and is strictly regulated by the
design requirements (FAR/JAR 25.1309) stating that the effect of a failure must be inversely
proportional to the probability of its occurrence (FAA, 1998). The most probable failures must
not have more than a minor effect on safety margins; workload and passenger comfort while the
improbable ones may have hazardous effects. Failure combinations that have a catastrophic
effect may not be more than extremely improbable (probability of occurrence of less than or
equal to 10-9).

Effect on
Aeroplane

No effect on
operational
capabilities or
safety

Slight reduction in
functional
capabilities or
safety margins

Significant
reduction in
functional
capabilities or
safety margins

Large reduction in
functional
capabilities or
safety margins

Normally with hull
loss

Effect on
Occupants
excluding Flight
Crew

Inconvenience Physical
discomfort

Physical distress,
possibly including
injuries

Serious or fatal
injury to a small
number of
passengers or
cabin crew

Multiple fatalities

Effect on Flight
Crew

No effect on flight
crew

Slight increase in
workload

Physical
discomfort or a
significant increase
in workload

Physical distress or
excessive
workload impairs
ability to perform
tasks

Fatalities or
incapacitation

Allowable
Qualitative
Probability

No Probability
Requirement <---Probable---> <---Remote--->

Extremely
<------------------->
Remote

Extremely
<------------------->
 Improbable

Allowable
Quantitative
Probability:

Average
Probability per
Flight Hour on
the Order of:

No Probability
Requirement

<------------------->

< 10-3

Note 1

<------------------->

< 10-5

<------------------->

< 10-7 < 10-9

Classification of
Failure
Conditions

No Safety Effect <------Minor------> <------Major------> <--Hazardous--> Catastrophic

Note 1: A numerical probability range is provided here as a reference. The applicant is not required to perform a
quantitative analysis, nor substantiate by such an analysis, that this numerical criteria has been met for Minor Failure
Conditions. Current transport category airplane products are regarded as meeting this standard simply by using
current commonly-accepted industry practice.

Figure 18: The basis for system failure analysis in FAR/JAR AC(J) 25.1309

This process however does not take into account crew errors, whether in isolation or combined
with system failures. The only reference is the general statements in paragraph 25.1309(c) and in
the regulation as to prevent errors when addressing system controls in paragraph 25.777. So far
the regulations and guidance material have not been changed to address this issue in a structured
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way, however several new projects have been required to follow special issue papers based
mainly on new policy material (JAA, 2001).

Human error can be divided into several types (Reason, 1990):  Slips, errors of omission, errors
of commission and violations. These errors can be given isolated probabilities of occurrence but
since the probabilities are very dynamic and dependent of stress, workload and mental state, the
general numbers must take these factors into account. Error rates in normal or abnormal
operations should not be given specific probabilities. Instead, the method will look at the safety
margins assumed to be achieved in each case and compare them to the reliance on the human
performing correctly. In general, crew errors in the cockpit are known to be of no less than
probable (10-3) (JAA, 2001). These include slips, skipping checklist items or setting wrong
numbers. It must therefore be assumed that such errors are probable and may not result in system
safety effects that are more than minor. In most cases there are independent safeguards that will
identify such errors but they are not consistently used and validated as to their efficiency.
Checklist procedures today are assumed to give credit for several error modes but are they
sufficient in all cases?

This thesis proposes a new, three step method, called Error Hazard Analysis (EHA), which will
make several assumptions based on known human performance research. EHA comprises three
phases relating to the traditional system safety analysis established in the aerospace industry.

The initial step is a preliminary an error analysis that consists of extra branching to the existing
Functional Hazard Analysis (FHA) tables. For each critical case where the assumption is correct
crew reaction, an erroneous one will be added and the expected effects determined. In addition,
extra branches addressing pure errors of commission and omission will be added to cover the
non-failure cases, even here with the expected effects based on FAR 25.1309 (FAA, 1998) and
the related advisory circular. At this phase, any condition that fails to comply with the
hazard/effect combination will require reevaluation that might result in redesign or consideration
of other mitigating features.

In order to evaluate the need to include the specific error mode into the analysis, the likelihood of
the occurrence should first be determined. Only likely errors should be included in the analysis
since the alternate approach of addressing all error modes will make the design objective
impossible to meet.  This still leaves the issue of defining a likely error. Should intentional errors
(violations) be considered (Shappell et al., 2001)?

The second step in the EHA is the systematic verification that each erroneous selection of a
switch or display actually results in the initially predicted effect. This process can be performed
initially using a software simulation tool and finally using the actual system in a rig or simulator.
The intention is to trigger all the critical error modes and not to determine whether an average
pilot actually makes those selections.

Passing this test, the final EHA validation step is an exposure of a wide variety of crews to the
full system in operationally representative conditions during normal and failure conditions. The
EHA validation process is part of the required workload evaluation tests performed in these
conditions. Especially assigned observers will register any errors made by the crew and note the
effect on workload, safety and spare capacity of the crew. The results will serve as a partial
validation of the first two steps and complete the compliance data needed to show satisfactory
error resistance of the cockpit design.
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Full task simulation should be used to measure crew performance and validate safety goals in the
final step of the EHA. By using simulators rather than actual flight-testing, the full operational
environment and population of pilots can be investigated without risk. Point checks must still be
flight tested in order to validate the simulator and system behavior.  Test pilot expertise will be
utilized to set up the interface tasks, scenarios and flight conditions. In addition, any flight test
validation tasks should be planned and executed by test teams. The participants in the evaluation
runs should be operators with minimum or typical training and experience of the new system. By
using approved workload assessment tools and measuring relevant objective task performance,
the final design can be shown to meet the end-to-end specifications set for the design. In
addition, any errors actually made by the crew can be identified and evaluated as for their
potential risk.

The proposed new method of addressing human error is by accepting certain general probabilities
to human error and introducing these error modes into existing system safety analysis tools
already in use. By expanding the existing System Safety Assessment (SSA) methodology and
including errors as events combined with system failures, the exposure level that relies on human
behavior is shown. A clearer explanation would be that of a basic tolerance to error would be
defined assuming the error risk will not be less than probable. This means that pure likely errors
of commission or omission (like forgetting a checklist item) may not result in more than minor
effects. For failure cases the methodology uses a similar approach as to effects of system failures
(FAR 25.1309). The added effect due to error (following a failure) may not be more than
probable for likely related errors. If the failure effect is major then an error in addition may not
result in more than a hazardous effect in the most critical condition.

If unable to meet these levels the error risk may be mitigated using one of the following features:
• Technical resistance (inhibit thrust-reverser in flight) – can give credit for three effect levels

(pending equivalent system reliability).
• Warning + reversible action (not setting correct altimeter settings) – can give credit for two

effect levels (assuming the initial action does not result in immediate loss of aircraft).
•  Warning only – (disconnecting an AP on a low visibility approach) – can give credit for one

effect level.
• Crew procedure – well trained (approach briefing)  – can give credit for one effect level.

By attaching the general error rates for each error mode the designer of a system will be able to
apply the correct level of defense (warnings, inhibitions or procedures) to achieve the required
level of criticality. For example, forgetting to lower the landing gear prior to landing, though
probable (10-3) might lead to a catastrophic effect (10-9). In order to show compliance the
designer can take credit for an independent warning systems (10-3) and a checklist crosscheck
procedure (10-3) together meeting the design criteria level of (10-9). Including only one of the
mitigation features will not bridge the tolerance gap of two effect levels (10-6). And thus fail to
show compliance.

8.5 Modifying the role of the test pilot
The traditional role of the test pilot has always been the evaluator of new design features. Test
pilots were trained to be observant, and knew how to use the complex rating scales. The new role
of the test pilot should be used more as a Subject Matter Expert  (SME) involved in the planning
of the tests, evaluating the test conditions and aiding in analyzing the test results. This does not
reduce the need for test pilots in their traditional role of performing the demanding flight test
procedures (FAA, 2000) when developing new aircraft. When dealing with the approval of
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complex system interfaces, pilots other than test pilots should be used as the test subjects. The
test pilot will be involved in the philosophy of the design, checking consistency and determining
relevant flying tasks in all flight conditions and unusual situations. The evaluation runs should
include performance and error rate, exposing a wide population of the end user to measurements
in the most realistic scenarios. If the results require, the test pilot will be involved in modifying
the design or the procedures and recommending training requirements in order to meet the
performance criteria during reruns.

In a book addressing cockpit display test and evaluation methods (Newman & Greeley, 2001) the
authors summarize by coming to similar conclusions, that test pilots should direct the tests, not
perform the evaluations. In addition, they give an extra confirmation to the recommendations of
this thesis by stating the need for objective performance criteria for testing rather than
requirements for standardization.
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9 Discussion

9.1 The best tool for the task
The choice of simulation level is dependent on the task evaluated. For most specific design
decisions, a limited simulation is sufficient. Such decisions might be those of control form,
feedback, text or aural information, menu logic etc. For wider tasks that address the total
workload and usability of full systems in the context of the operational task, full simulation is
recommended. The requirements for a motion base depends of the parameters evaluated but in
many cases, the task scenario can be designed such as to give the required workload and fatigue
even without simulator motion. (Orlady, et al.,1988). The examples in this thesis show that
simple tools can usually be used for attaining objective data to support design decisions. The best
tool for the task is the one requiring least resources and least complexity to achieve the required
data. In most cases standard PC programs can be used with satisfactory results especially when
the evaluation is to determine a relative advantage.

Part-task simulation has been used for many years. The improvement in computer interfaces has
made the tools more accessible and available at the hands of each engineer. The advantages of
visualization and dynamic effects allow decisions to be made by managers long before the actual
system is functioning. In addition, the end user can be exposed to the interface and valuable
inputs transferred early on to the manufacturer of the system.

A very basic PC based simulation technique was found to be very efficient during the early
design phase. In the case of determining the text format that should be used in warning messages
the proposed mixed font method was new and not in line with previous designs. The limited
presentation of the conventional and new text format allowed the comparison to be made and
objective results (though crude) indicate the advantages to management. Each of the participating
attending the meeting was able to see the immediate personal and group recall performance
leading to a fact based discussion. In many cases management is concerned over risks due to new
design features and tend to recommend proven concepts. Providing such discussion tools enables
the engineers to show quick Proof of Concept demonstrations and get more favorable response.

In a comprehensive evaluation for determining the most effective method to display a Windshear
warning done by MIT (Wanke & Hansman, 1992), a part-task simulation tool was used
efficiently. Only the relevant displays and the interface affecting workload were implemented.
The subjects agreed that the level of simulation was sufficient for the tasks they were asked to
perform and the results showed no sensitivity to the partial level of simulation considering that
the data consisted of objective performance, workload and pilot preference.  This case, and others
like it, should be taken as a confirmation that even in relative complex tasks, combining several
modes of attention, the part-task simulator is an effective tool if tailored to the task.

The large number of participating pilots in classical research projects makes the experimental
task time consuming and resource extensive. This issue has been found to deter industry from
using simulation for applied design projects.  The trend to reduce the number of participants have
been noticed even in research projects such as the one performed by MIT to determine human
performance effect when using Enhanced Vision Systems (EVS) (Yang & Hansman, 1994). The
team used only 6 pilots for the assessment and only 18 runs per participant and yet produced
significant statistical data for within-subject variance. In addition, research teams tend to perform
statistical analysis to results of pure subjective assessments by participants. These could be in the
form of workload, preference or subjective hazard assessment (Mykityshyn, et al., 1994).
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The limitations of a static, part-task simulation are clear. The lack of motion cues, the dynamics
of the displays and the immediate feedback to control inputs are only several issues that must be
considered aircraft (Singer & Dekker, 2002 - Paper D). However, the experiment in Paper D did
isolate a parameter that showed a significant increase in recovery errors under certain conditions
simulated. Such results could trigger further investigation of the conventions used in commercial
aircraft ADIs for example.

For the final validation of complex new systems, even an engineering simulator (non-motion)
may be used as long as all relevant system interfaces are available and a realistic environment
obtained. Finally, high fidelity engineering or training simulator could be used for attaining full
or partial credit as a validating tool for system failures and crew error modes needed for
certification.

9.2 The need for statistical significance
Several known researchers in the field have recently questioned the strict statistical methods used
in experimental psychology. Wickens in a keynote speech (Wickens, 1997b) called it “The
tyranny of the 0.05” referring to the fixed probability term significant used to show when
rejecting the Null Hypothesis. The use of experiment results that are not necessarily significant
statistically is discussed also in another paper (Wickens, 1997a). The author states that for
showing relative performance results for an industrial product, the full statistical validation
method might not be valuable. Since the time and resources it requires might be prohibitive, a
simple partial simulation might be used for engineering guidance or management discussions of
the best way ahead.

In a more detailed paper, (Loftus, 1997) the deficiencies of the classic significance testing
method are explained and instead the use of simple plots of the raw data and the confidence
intervals proposed.

These proposed simplified analysis tools will probably be more easily accepted by industry and
will not hide the true story of the raw data. In the Do728 display feature discussions, text display
and message grammatical structures were determined based on the faster method of analysis that
excludes the statistical validation phase.

9.3 The way ahead with Human Factors certification requirements
The introduction of detailed certification requirements and guidelines will allow the review
process to determine whether the design meets the certification requirements, reduce the final
risk and ensure common rules for all manufacturers. Defining objective criteria will result in a
more systematic process, repeatable evaluations results and reduced scope for discussions.  These
requirements should include, the so-far often neglected, issue of crew errors. The criteria will be
valid for all new cockpits and thus result in a common minimum-standard levels for all
manufacturers. Detailed requirements by no means indicate prescriptive rules but rather
measurable fail/pass criteria and the acceptable test method attaining the results.

The HF-HWG has almost completed its task and will submit recommendations for changes in the
regulations and guidance material for Human Factors related design issues in the middle of 2002
(HF-HWG, 2001). The author has been an active member of the working group and helped in the
review and recommendation process. The recommendations aim at giving more specific criteria
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for meeting an acceptable design by testing it rather than by setting prescriptive rules. The
recommendations take into account the operational aspects, rules and regulations that are not
governed by FAR/JAR 25. Each recommendation will be rated as to its cost effectiveness in
terms of reducing accidents complexity and cost. Future features not yet implemented are also
taken into account by forming the recommendation as not to be technology oriented but rather
human performance oriented. In parallel, several other regulatory initiatives have also addressed
the Human Factors issue and are used as policy papers and guidance (JAA, 2001; HF-HWG,
2001; SPLASHER, 2001) until the process of changing the rules will be complete.

Some examples of the new HF-HWG proposed changes to the regulations relevant to this thesis
(Singer, 2001 - Paper C) are listed below. These features were prioritized from a list of hundreds
of deficiencies identified in order to assure that the following safety issues will be addressed first:

• Autopilot moding and feedback – (also addressed by another working group),
• Defining alerting features,
• Defining pilot skill,
• Means of compliance for showing error avoidance,
• Means of compliance for showing acceptable crew workload.

It has been the common agreement of most of the organizations involved in aircraft design,
approval and operation that this aspect of design must be improved in order to reduce the
absolute number of accidents and incidents of global commercial aviation (FAA, 1996).
Furthermore, the new rules and guidance will provide common grounds for competing
manufacturers as how to optimize the design feature without unnecessary cost and complexity. It
will give management predictions for the adequacy of the design early in the design phase and
limit cases of failed design solutions identified late in the process. The working group will aim its
recommendations at the issues posing highest risk to flight safety in the foreseeable future. The
intent is to make recommendations that will provide more precise guidance in how to test and
show compliance and not be prescriptive in nature.

These changes will not only have an effect on the design of the next generation of aircraft
cockpits but many of the recommendations will hopefully be implemented also in the operational
material that will change the approach to Human Factors validation and approval in the near
future.

9.4 Objective criteria for measuring human performance
Objective criteria have been used extensively by research institutions for attaining repeatable and
acceptable results. These methods have hardly been used by the aircraft industry when evaluating
the integration of the user and with new system interfaces. The reason for avoiding such methods
have probably been due to the extended time and effort required for attaining such data, the large
number of participants required and the lack of requirements to use such a method. In all other
areas of design, testing and attaining objective performance results is the basis for any system
approval.

As soon as the regulations and advisories will be updated to reflect such criteria it will not only
be good engineering but also a requirement to use performance-based evaluations. Initial
planning and development of tools and knowledge for evaluating such data will require
investment but the new methods will have a predicted improvement (and hopefully also actual
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benefit) in safety. The advantage of such testing is that it can be rerun in the future with modified
procedures or features and the relative effect of the modification made visible.

9.5 Giving human error probability numbers
There seems to be a basic reluctance to assigning probability numbers to human error. The main
reasons being that these numbers vary as a function of workload, individual operator and
operating environment. This is true, but the same fact can also be stated when addressing system
components. Even those numbers may vary if operating in severe conditions or dependant on
production tolerances. And yet we have accepted average reliability numbers for all our safety
analysis documentation even though they are also sensitive to operational environment.

Design solutions that mitigate errors can be made at several levels. System feedback can be used
by giving an indication to the correct controls (red lamps in the fire-handles), sounding a warning
when a wrong setting is attempted (flap selection at an excessive speed) or system inhibition
(gear retraction on the ground or thrust-reverser deployment in flight). Each solution has its
technical drawbacks in the form of reliability, nuisance warnings and cost. A probabilistic
approach to crew error will allow a systematic approach that will be followed by all and apply
the correct levels of defense for each condition depending on the predicted effects.

The three approaches to the error-problem are discussed in a paper that tries to assist designers in
setting the correct error tolerance to each system (Courteney, 1998). The author gives some very
useful suggestions and practical examples but still leaves the questions of which errors are likely
and when is mitigation necessary not fully answered. The author rejects the use of probabilities
for human error mainly because those numerical assumptions are probably not valid when
transferred from one situation to another.  Instead the author proposes the inevitability view that
assumes that anything that can go wrong - will. This approach concentrates on the next step of
how well the system can handle the error, or how error tolerant the system is. By setting simple
rules for error tolerance, the author claims that an objective criteria is set without the use of
probabilities. The author treats all errors as a certainty and then looks at the effect of the
combination of failure (if present) and the error.  This approach might lead to unnecessary rigid
design requirements when addressing unrelated unlikely errors. Examples could be a failure in
one system and an erroneous response on a completely independent system, or the activation of
largely separated controls in the cockpit without any reason. If any abuse of cockpit control will
need to be taken into account the design features might become too cumbersome and
complicated for normal use.

The approach of accepting probability over inevitability has been adopted by the FAA when
addressing handling characteristics and performance following flight control failures in the new
flight test guide advisory circular AC 25-7A (FAA, 2000). In this guide to failure effect
evaluations, the FAA accepts a probabilistic approach to weather conditions severity as an
inverse of the severity of the failure (probable failures require testing in severe weather while
improbable failures may be tested in fair weather conditions).  Weather, like humans, is
unpredictable and yet a certain probability is accepted to allow a viable design method. It allows
all applicants to use the same conditions and design to the same level of safety based on
probabilistic assumptions as inaccurate as they might be.

In order to make an error resistant (or tolerant) design, a more systematic approach to crew error
is needed, whether for identifying errors in normal conditions or errors following a system
failure. The only valid approach seems to be the future integration of the crew error probabilities
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into the basic system safety assessment. This evaluation will determine whether the effect of each
combination requires a resistant design, whether a tolerant behavior will be sufficient or whether
training and procedures are enough. In general there seems to be a similar attempt made from the
certification authorities, yet with different assumptions (Courteney, 1998;  Courteney, 1999).

The use of probability numbers, as inexact as they may be, can be validated by research results
and allow a structured approach to attaining a cost effective safety net in the design. The author
is not stating that precise numbers be given to each error mode of each control or level. The
method is based on showing to what extent the design is exposed to errors, especially those with
critical consequences. The trend of accepting this approach has been evident in the new JAA
policy paper (JAA, 2001) but a quantitative approach must be taken to make the method effective
for making design decisions.

Some mature system design solutions might have shown actual statistical human reliability much
higher than the assumed probable figures (inadvertent selection of high-lift devices at high
speeds resulting in damage or aircraft loss on a specific large aircraft model) . In those cases the
specific design should be allowed under the “Equivalent safety” policy but any credit claimed for
a new design must show that no changes have been made to the design from an interface aspect
and that method of use is identical.

The resistance to accept probability numbers to human error is in disagreement with the praxis of
accepting some error modes as feasible and some as not. Even at present, design solutions are
based on subjective evaluations of crew errors and their effect on safety. As shown earlier,
present methods used for design are inconsistent regarding the effect of crew error and sets
safeguards mainly based on past accidents.

Remains the typical claim of a manufacturer that a specific design feature has shown to be highly
reliable in actual service. There might be a significant exposure with reliable incident records.
How could credit be given to such design even though it does not comply with the above
methodology? Would credit be given when installed in a new aircraft? How much commonality
in cockpit layout and operations is needed for assuming similarity from a human error aspect?

The first step towards a quantified approach is to set Human Factors guidelines of specific means
of compliance when testing complex systems. This process is being undertaken by the HF-HWG
with reference to previous work done by the FAA and JAA (JAA, 2001). These guidelines
should state acceptable levels of system exposure to errors in relation to the worst effect of such
an error. The means of compliance should include at least one method containing objective
criteria for meeting the requirements. This still leaves the applicant with the option to select other
methods developed in-house and show equivalent safety.  The author proposes that this method
be based on a systematic review of all likely error modes with relation to the effect of such errors
whether in normal or failure conditions. The results will show whether additional mitigation is
needed or whether credit can be taken and procedures simplified to reduce crew workload.

9.6 Line pilots as the final evaluators
The test pilot is a highly trained pilot specializing in testing aircraft, using precision maneuvers
for attaining data for the approval of the aircraft and its systems. Test pilots are experienced in
handling abnormal flight conditions, identifying unusual aircraft handling and communicating
with the engineering community. They are a central function during all phases of aircraft design,
testing and certification (Singer, 2001).
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The typical test pilot approaches the present evaluation task of determining the suitability of a
design mainly by relying on previous experience and using subjective evaluations. The test pilot
is asked to make comments on error risks and the effect of such an error on flight safety without
having the full knowledge and tools to evaluate human error.  Instead, the validation process
should be changed to using the test pilot in the design of the experiments and evaluations and
implement realistic scenarios. A variation of end user pilots with minimum training on the new
system should be used for the operational validation process. The tools used, such as rating
scales, must be made usable by the end user and sufficient training in their use assured.

Test pilots however are not good subjects for testing the effect of system failures in normal
operational environment when the average pilot skill should be represented. Despite being
trained to assume the minimum qualified user pilot, their high level of skill and knowledge
results in higher than average performance especially when encountering unexpected problems in
flight. This thesis has also shown several examples where despite test pilot techniques it was not
possible to detect hidden design flaws. The test pilot does not always have the airline mentality
of communicating and coordinating during flight. He is usually aware of the detailed system
design and philosophy and is trained to analyze system failures. The test pilot is usually more
proficient in handling a degraded aircraft or system and has much more experience in addressing
non-normal situation.

The present evaluation tools used in research projects are complex and if wrongly used, can
easily lead to bias. Rating scales, like the Cooper Harper or Bedford workload scales are
designed for expert use and are intended for development decisions. They are usually found not
to fit tests where the goal is only finding an acceptable level of safety of usability (not ranking of
several systems) for an existing system. Such evaluations are becoming more common when
showing compliance with new cockpit features or systems (JAA, 2001). In such a scenario, line
pilots should be given simple tools that will address the issue in question without unnecessary
complexity.

 Such an evaluation is consistent with increasingly common ecological approaches to assessing
human-computer interaction (Rasmussen & Pejtersen, 1995). In these, the emphasis shifts from
proving that the system works at a single point in time, to assessing where and how it works
during an extended episode of operational exposure. Such an approach to assessment is more
sensitive to how the addition of new technology transforms human roles and work, and to how
humans in turn adapt the new device to make it work for them in their circumstances.
 
All the above reasons point to the fact that a test pilot is not used in the most efficient way as a
participant in Human Factors evaluations especially when the operational scenarios are tested.
For those tests, also line pilots with minimal system training should be used in order to collect
the data. This does not exclude the need for the test pilot for designing the scenario, testing it and
helping in planning and analysis of the experiments.
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10 Conclusions
The new proposed process approaches the problem of cockpit design validation from several
directions. Based on analysis of empirical results relevant to new cockpit features it shows how
design features can be compared in a cost effective way and design decision made aided by the
results. In parallel the thesis proposes an improved validation process that includes wider
evaluation loops, and a timely use of simulation at several levels. In order achieve better results,
and based on past experience, the roles of the test pilot and line pilot are modified.  Throughout
the thesis, flight test and certification experience in industry and research theories are used to
substantiate the statements and suggestions.

To summarize: The new validation process of cockpit design can provide more reliable and
repeatable results by implementing the following aspects:

10.1 Widening the feedback loops and evaluator groups
Several examples of early testing of design features showed statistically significant
improvements in operator perception and objective performance. Several of these features have
been introduced into an existing aircraft design in progress. The use of line pilots as evaluators
have shown stable results with a high level of acceptance of the final product in normal and non-
normal situations.

Widening the feedback loops and including end users in the evaluator groups will improve end
product usability and safety levels while maintaining reasonable project costs and schedule.  At
present, the design review feedback loops are initially localized to each vendor or system
designer and the end user is kept out of the loop until the product enters service (or very close to
it). By widening the feedback loop forward early in the process and by assuring that the final user
requirements are met as intended, the usability level will be increased. Evaluation groups should
be asked to participate in early reviews of the upstream components and not only the local design
issues (Nibbelke et al., 1998). By doing so, the design intentions will be carried out more
precisely from the vendor through the system integrator to the final user.

10.2 Early use of part-task simulation
The use of part-task simulation has allowed several designs to be changed with low cost penalties
based on simple experiments. Using the PC based tools early in the design have allowed early
evaluations of novel design features and allowed the engineers to substantiate their rationale. The
improvements of the warning systems of the SAAB 2000, the HUD implementation for low
visibility approaches and the warning message design of the Do728 are several examples
substantiating the proposal and showing partial validity of the process.

Whenever used, part-task simulations have helped the designers and final evaluators get a better
understanding of display dynamics and feedback features while change was still possible. When
introducing novel features such as Cursor Control Devices (CCD) for operating systems during
all flight conditions, these simulation tools become even more essential for early design
decisions.
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10.3 Developing detailed certification material
The introduction of detailed Human Factors certification requirements and guidelines are in the
phase of recommendations to the American and European administrations. The author has been
an active member of the HF-HWG since 1999. The working group was tasked to find
deficiencies and make recommendations for revised or new HF design related material. The HF-
HWG is formulating the final report where more detail and performance criteria will enable the
manufacturers to evaluate each new design against clear, non-prescriptive paragraphs and
guidelines. A final report will be presented to the FAA in mid 2002 according to the Aviation
Rulemaking Advisory Committee (ARAC) process. This report will be in turn published as
regulations and advisories for the design of large commercial aircraft. Several regulations will be
made into operational guidelines that will take effect even earlier and for existing aircraft. The
international agreement and professional recommendations made by this team show the need for
such detailed requirements in the future and provide a partial substantiation of the thesis
hypothesis.

In the mean time, the FAA and JAA have produced interim documents (policy, special
conditions and certification review items) that have aided the manufacturers in defining the scope
and methods for Human Factors certification of novel features (JAA, 2001; SPLASHER, 2001)

10.4 Modifying the task of test pilots
In several cases described in this thesis, the test pilot’s role has been different than the traditional
one. Instead of being the evaluator, the validation process changed to using the test pilot for
assisting in the designing of the experiments and evaluations. The test pilot helps determine
realistic scenarios while the typical line pilot, with minimum system training, is used for the
evaluation and validation process. The results of such evaluations have shown so far a smooth
entry into service and a safe track record for the HUD low visibility landing system (HF-HWG,
2001). Recent acceptance of the new approach to test pilot tasking by test pilots, authorities and
designers shows a positive trend in the aviation industry in the direction proposed in this thesis.

Finally, the new cockpit design validation process has been shown to assist in achieving a more
reliable and systematic means of predicting cockpit usability and safety. It is based on
incremental improvements and not one magic solution. The empirical examples described in this
thesis are only spot checks for several design issues and are only the first step of applying the
new method. International acceptance is needed and time will tell its success.
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